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CHAPTER 
THE VILLAGE 
Its origin; Its socia l organiz a tion; Its government. 
CHAPTER 1 
THE VILLAGE. 
(Its ·origin; its organization; its government) 
North India includes the major portion of the Great Indo-
Gangetic plain, comprising the provinces of the Punjab and the 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. In area this tract is more 
than twice as large as the United Kingdom or almost equal to 
France, and has ·a population , one and a half times that of the 
1 
United Kingdom and almost twice that of France. 
If extended a little to the south-east a s far as Patna, it 
would cover that whole area where the Indo-Aryan civilization 
deve loped . Here were written the great epics of "Ramayana", 
and 11 n:lahabharata", about the time when the second Aryan colo-
nization began . Here Budha was born, preached and died. The 
2 
gr eat Hindu kings, Asoka , the Guptas, and Harsha ruled here; 
and Rama the hero of the 1 Hamayana ' had his capital at Ajodh i a 
The old Hindu l aw- giver Manu belonged to this part of the coun~ 
try. The most sacred Hi ndu shrines of Kashi (Benares ) and 
Bindrabc:m (Mathura ) c:tre located here ; the famous Nfohanunedan 
capitals of Delhi, Agra , Jaunpur and Lucknow flourished in this 
district. Here ¥va s also the storm centre of the mut i ny of 1857 
which was followed by the permanent es tablishment of the British 
]_ 
rule in I ndi a . Here i n 1_ 9 19 , . at the Jillianwala Bagh in the 
Pun jab, occurr~d the i mportant politica l incident, known as 
"Jillianwala Bagh Tragedyn, when a politica l meeting was dispersed 
by force of arms. 
1 Cf. The World Almanac Book of Facts for 102 5 pp 572 & 616 
2 He i s a lso called Harshavardhan. 
~ Encyclopedea Britanica vol. 27 p 611 
• 
( 2 ) 
·with the except i on of few smal l native estates, both prov~ 
inces are under the British Government, with a Governor a nd a 
Legisla tive Council. The Punjab came under the British in 
1849 ; the United Province s composed of diffe r ent provinces 
were annexed at different times. In 1877, the Ceded Districts 
and t he provinces of Agra and Oudh were combined into the 
North-Wester n Provinces under a Lieutenant Governor, and in 
1902 the name of the province was changed from the North-
Western Provinces t o the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. 
In 19 19 by the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms, both provin ces 
were pl a ced under separate Governo r s and separate Councils. 
The village in t h e s e provinces, as else where in the countr y 
is both the industrial and administrative unit. The Indian 
village is distinctly di f ferent from European villages, and 
often Western writers have us ed the word "township" for it. 
·It however, does not very rema r kably differ from the manorial 
1 
villages of England and Germany. The village in India is an 
aggregate of cultivated holdings ·with or without s ome waste 
area belonging to, or a ttached to it. Usually it has a cent·-
r a l site for . the dwelling houses. In some cases small home-
steads and farm building s are found s eparately located on the 
hold :Lngs. 
About 1500 B.C. the Aryans began to migrate from their home 
in Central Asia into India. They came · in t r· i bes and their 
Cf. Edward P. Che~ney~- An Introduction to the Industrial 
and So cial History of England. pp 29-46 
• 
(3) 
form of government seems to have been constructed on clan , 
li~es. It is however, difficult to accura~ely ascertain the 
time when these Aryans left their· home, and entered India. In 
history we meet them already settled on the Indo-Gangetic 
2 
plain, and Manu framed his laws for a well organised society. 
The conquered land. be l onged to the chief who conducted the 
campai gn, or to chiefs where several had joined in expeditions 
against the aborig ines. Near the chief's dwelling rose cot- -
tages of his followers, who were armed cultivators. Most of the 
Aryans who came into the country were non-agricultural peo ple 
and. t heir mil~tary and priestly castes loathed agriculture; 
therefore the cultivation of the so i l fell into the hands of 
'Vaishas' the Aryan G.griculturist and the 'Sudras' the mixed 
low caste. 
It i s common to s peak of a village as being either of the 
land-lord or of the peasant-proprie t ary type, acco r ding as t he 
land in -it . belong s to one or more individuals. Some writers 
on Ind i an Land Tenure believe that t he most ancient and un.- -
3 
iversal types of vil lage were 'ryotwari' and l and-lord types. 
It may be safely a ssumed that as tribes conquered land, the 
t erritory was distri buted into areas among tribes and clans 
vJhi ch were furthe r sub-d ivided i n to villages or even s maller 
groups . But ea ch f amily in the group had. its separat.e snare, 
Speaking or t.heir t·orm 01· government Mr John Campoell Oman 
s a ys, "It. was ln ract a clan organi sat.ion, a red. ere:tion ot· 
separate r,riPes, suo-trioes and clans under t.hei r own chie r " 
-- Brahmins, Theists and. Muslims of India. pp 76 , 77 
2 'l'he dat.e o1· Manu 1 s existence is st.ill uncertain . Some t.hink 
he lived a cout. 500 B.C., ot.ners Lhink he lived in t,he s~h 
cent.ur·y A. D • 
.3. The Hindustani name for· peasant.-propriet.ary is 1 ryotvrari' 
The word 1 ryot' in Ara oic means protect.ed.. It. is variously 
• 
(4) 
while the communi ·ty was held together under L.he viLlage heaaman 
Manu in his laws recognised only one rorm or village, namely, 
the 'ryotwc.ri · unaer a neaa.man, with an or I icial Iree holding 
or lana. In refuting the .Erguments for joint holding of land, 
Sir Baden- Powell does not recognise the existence of any pre-
Aryan or other primaeval common holding as a general practice. 
He thinks it quite incredible that a really earlier c-.nd un..:. 
iversal form of vi l l age existed in which the right was a common 
right, ·marked by n.eriodical exchange of holdings , vrher e fa uilies 
exercised their joint ownership by virtue of inheritan ce or 
1 
birth right . 
In course of time f orests were ~leared and vil lage s were 
established on virgin soi l where lived the hi gh castes apart 
from the (malich) dirty, mixed people. And so proud of their 
high military or priestly descent, they would found a village 
vThere each man he ld hi s own l and. On this 'ryotwari' v i l lage 
l a ter Grew up the joint village. The l and that belonged to a 
family was usua lly divided among the sons of t he holder. Vfuen 
holdings became small, so that a further division would be un-
profitable the heirs agreed to hold land as joint proper ty 
ea ch getting his shc:.re from the common treasury. Sometimes 
several persons have bought a village, where ea ch gets a sha re 
from the profits according to his contribution. The s e sha res 
used to ;:; i gnify subject, tenant and peasant... The word f or 
l and-lord i s ' Zamindar' from Persian Zamin ~land, and Dar. 
holder . 
l Cf. B. H. Baden-Powell-- Land Hevenue in British Indi a . p 89 
• 
(5) 
are expre s sed in annas. Thus an eight anna share would entitle 
the holder to 50% profits, a four anna to 25 % and so on. 
There are joint villages in South India, which grew out of land 
2 
lord families or joint-coloni st types. 
As time went on these Aryan settlements found it necessary 
to hire l abour . Ther efore they invited lower castes by giving 
them land to cultivate, and to build their houses. In their 
supersti t ious prejudice t hey, however, gave them land outside 
their own village, and thus there grew up one or more subsidiary 
villages to the first village. Gradually as economic condition~ 
changed these early settler s even· allowed low ca stes to dwell 
among them. This change perhaps was due t~ wars with other 
tribes and particularly to a need of a convenient labour supply 
So a t pr esent there ma y be a ma jority of high cas te men in one 
village, and low caste men in an other. But their origin can 
always be traced to economic and political depende n ce of · one 
upon the other, and the high caste village is the more ancient 
of the t wo. Also very few of the low caste men have propri -
e tary right in the land. They are generally tenants and laborers 
The outward appearance of an Indian village can be described 
a 2. by s aying that it isAcollection of mud-houses, usually one-
roomed, with thatched roofs, c l ose by ponds, rivulets or rivers 
1 There are 16 annas to a rupe e ; 8 and 4 annas are respectivel y 
equal to half and one fourth of a rupee. 
2 Of. B. H. Baden-Powell-- Land Revenue in British India. p 89 
The undevel~ed village architecture is explainable by obser-
ving t hat on ccount of the uncertainty of his stay on the 
l and, the cu tivator puts up the cheapest kind of hous e. A 
mud house therefore means little loss to him when he ha s to 
leave hi s land. Besides this, the semblance of poverty is 
very convenient to escape the extortinate demands of the 
land-lord. Then o~ccount of frequent robberies a nd thefts 
• 
(6) 
which f urnish its water supply. The land-lord's ·house is gener.al-
· ly the only one which is made of bricks (pucca). The 
village well provides drinking water; and both the p :>nd and the 
well are common property. The cost of constructing a well is 
borne by the vi l l £',e;ers who contribute according to their abili ~y 
in kind, labour or money. The Brahmin has a peculiar monopoly 
of the use of the well, barring from its use any one whom he 
chooses. The village also has its 'neem' tree (a medicine tree 
of India), its ' peepal' tree and its banyan or some other l a rge 
tree unde r which the ' panchayet' or village assembly meets. 
Two distinct types of social organisations are found in North 
1 
India, namely the ' mahalwari' and 'zamindari ' vil l ages. The 
upper castes as already indicated above did not like agriculture 
so the cultivation of the soil fell into the hands of the Aryans 
of lower order and the mixed population. The caste system de~ 
veloped in the villages and even up to the present time it is 
strongest in rural districts. Comparing food and such social 
customs as marriage there seems to be indirect ev1.dence that 
the early Aryans had based their social organisation on 
principles which underlie the caste system, before they entered 
into India. 
- ------ --------- - - -------- - - ----- --
a rnud house with no de coration keeps away marauders. Even 
the l and-lord's house, though pucca, is more like a fort than · 
a piece of t as teful architecture. In the hot summer months 
of May and June a mud house with a thatch roof is very comfort-
able • 
' Mahalwari'-- Mahal means a village, and mahalwari system 
means where assessment is made·· .. on the v.il_lag~ as _a wl:i.ole, 
therefore all villagers bear an equal amount of burden of 
State . revenue. 
• 
(7) 
The races that dwelt in Ind.iq. before the Aryans, had dif..:.. 
1 
ferent languages, and some writers hold a theory that this 
difference was due to two different races entering the country 
from two different directions: one from the Himalayan passes 
into the plains of the Incl.uc. , and the other through Gile;i t 
and. Chitral into the plains of the Ganges and Jumna. 
In this society, the military (kshatriya) and priestly 
(Brahmin) classes formed the upper strata of the social organ-
ization. They tried to keep the integrity of their race 
intact as much a s possible. And since they were desirous of 
preserving their national faith, and a_bove all their racial 
ascendency amidst their dangerous social surroundings, they 
_seem to have instinctively recognised the wisdom of establish-
ing a hereditary priesthood for the performance of rites and 
sacrifices, and as keepers and interpreters of law; and_ a 
2 
class of hereditary soldiers __ always ready for fi§ht. 
In the village property belongs to the proprietors who are 
generally of the same caste, or descendents from the same 
ancestor; but each proprie tor has his individual holding. There 
are a number of l ow caste persons, rendering various kinds of 
services to the village community. These may be desce_ndents 
of the aborigines whom the clan conquered, but allowed to 
.1 Cf. John Campbell Oma.nKK Brahmins, Theists and Muslims of 
India. pp 38~ 56-57, 72-75 
2 Ibid pp76,77 • 
• 
(8) 
cultivate the soil, followers who came along with the conquerons 
outsiders attracted to the place for trade and protection, or 
settlers invited to live on the zamindar's land. Thus the 
village community consists of the proprietors, artizans and 
· labourers. 
There is a peculiar solidarity of interest among the different 
classes, which is explainable by the fact that they are all main-
tained by : the same industry. This; however is not present 
to any remarkable degree in a manufacturing community, because 
the production of raw material, manufacture o.f the commodity 
and the market are so widely scattered. But in a small agri-
cultural community the sense of inter-dependence is strong; 
as all classes suffer if the crop fails. If When the cultivator 
can . not sow his seed, the land-lord has no difficulty in real-
izing that he can get no rent, nor the artisans in anticipating 
1 
similar misfortunes for themselves " This interdependence to ... 
gether with unity peculiar to an isolated community powerfully 
binds the inhabitants of the village into a solid industrial 
unit. They ofcourse have competition, quarrels and other petti-
nesses peculiar to all industrial communities. 
With regard to village government it may be noticed that 
Manu's form of government was adopted by the Mohammedans and 
the British have inherited it from the Moghuls. Each village 
has an official headman. In the Zaminda~ village the headman 
is a natural par.t , of the constitution; in the 'ryotwari' he is 
not; but since some one must act as the repres.entative with the 
Theodore Morrison-- Industrial Organisation of an Indian 
Province pp 14, 15. { John Murray, London. 1918 ) 
• 
(9) 
1 
Collector one of the leading co-shareres is selected or rather 
elected as official he adman or 'lambardar' They have no direct 
r e s ponsibility for an:y r evenue excepting that of their own 
holdings, but are petty magistrates, acting often as official 
arbitrators in small cases. In the Punjab where the whole 
village i s a unit of asses sment t here may be as many 'lambar-
dars' a s the village has sections and each has a direct re spon-:-
of · 
sibility for the revenue. But sometimes the number~these head-
men increases so much that it becomes nece ssary to appoint an 
' ala-lambardar' or chief he adman. Sometimes these he admen are 
paid and are allowed certain percentage of the revenue. 
Then comes the ' patwari' or village ac countant-registrar. 
This off ice ~l so has an ancient origin; for in olden times when 
reading e.nd writing were not so commonly known, the headman got 
an a ss istant to keep village records. Under different rules 
t his of fice became more importan t and indespensible, than the 
offices of any other village se rvant. The 'pa twari' in a way 
ke eps the rights of the village from getting mixed, and acts as 
a recorder of statistics. 
Under t he British Government he has a number of duties, such 
a s: -
to ke ep the vi l l age accounts 
2 to have off icial char ge of the villag e maps, field 
register and othe r l and records. 
3 to ke ep village maps and records up to date; 
4 t o inspect and fill up returns showing crops sown 
and harvested, the number and knid of cattle, and 
reports regarding the state of the village. 
5 to keep a record of the change of ownership of 
3 
l and. "' 
( 10) 
The duty of the watchman is to keep watch at night and to 
generally police the village. 
Of the three officers, the 'patwari' i s more important in 
village administration. Formerly these offices were paid by 
the community in kind. Now the watchman (chaukidar) and 
4 
' patwari' are State s ervants. Ther e is a 'pancnayet' or vil-
1age assembly, also of ancient origin, and matters relating to 
members of the community, such as distribution of land are 
de cided with its consent. The 'panchayet' has a strong influ-
ence in soci a l matters. It punishes members by fines, extract-
ing obedience by means of ostracizing, "huq pani b ·,nd" which 
means that no one should drink water from his glass or smoke 
from his pipe. Often times appeals to the 'panchayet' are 
much more expensive than appeal in law courts. 
This designation of th " district officer has come down 
from the early times of t he Eas t India Company. In pro-
vinces called the Regulated Provinces he was called 
Col l ector of Revenues, and in Non-regulated Provinces he was 
called Deputy Commi s sioner. 
2 'Lambardar' means holder of a number in the district offic~~'s. 
list of persons, who are responsible to bring the land 
r evenue of the village or the section of the village 
2. B. H. Baden-.Powell-- Land Revenue in British India pp 28-29 
4 ' Panchayat' is a coucil of elders, as 'panch' are five 
oldest members of t he community elected to form the 
judicial council of the village. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LAND TENURE 
(Land tenure; the land-lord or 'Zamindar'; the tenant or 'Kasht-
kar'~r 'Ryot'; pasture land; taxation.) 
Land tenure is a very mooted question in the financial · adminin-
is;tration of India, and is of great practical importance to the 
Indian Government, as from ancient times land revenue has been 
the chief source of the income of the State. Avoiding all spec~ 
lative questions regarding the origin of land tenure, on which 
voluminous works have been written by British and India n admini~ 
trators, it will be sufficient to g ive only a brief ac count of ll ; 
The most common form of land-ownership in European countries 
is that in which the land-lord has proprietary rights. That is, 
he has perfect liberty to sell, will, mortgage or glve away in 
charity his realty, as he could do with any of his movable . pro-
perty. He therefore has absolute right in his land. 
The other form of ownership with which Europe is acqu ainte~ 
is the State ovmership of land, based upon what is sometimes 
called the ' conom!c doctrine'. In primitive and lawles s states 
of society, the chief who protected the inhabitants from raids 
and attacks of others, and brought security to the agriculturist 
where he could reap the harvest in peace, rendered a valuable 
service to industry, and therefore deserved a claim in the produce 
But as society became settled . and regulated, and governments 
arose, this function was taken over by the State, and therefore 
land-lord's claim to exclusive ownership of land was economical~ 
unjustifiable. On this principle rests ownership of land under 
the Soviet Government in Russia. 
• 
( 12) 
This pure economic doctrine can not be applied to old 
countries like India without injustice. In the Indian question 
1 
some writers suggest that the State has never given up its 
supreme proprietary rights in the land. Therefore without infringi ng 
upon . or curtailing the priviliges of the land-lord, it could 
legally claim all future increments in the value of land. This 
would reduce the land-lord to a sort of a pensioner without powe.r 
to control the use of land. 
These writers also say that the 'zamindar' was only an agent 
for t he collection ot revenues, in old~n times, and got for his 
sel~v i.Q..e'L~ certa-,in percentag e of the collections. This view was 
' · , 
supported by the fa~t\that ln-the . Period, the large 
-, 
number of 'zamindars ' recognised by tho overnment as 
proprietors were 'farmers of the revenue~. After a long 
ssion both in the Indian Legislature and the Parliament, th 
Indian Government has definitely refused to na tionalize the land 
2 
The 'economic doctrine' has therefore never been applied to land 
ownership in India, and the State has recogniz ed the land-lord's 
right in land. 
When North India came under British control, a permanent 
settlement of land tenure, a s found in Bengal was suggested for 
it; that is, to fix by law tne amount. of land revenue coming from 
a land or village. But experience had shown civil servants that 
1 Cf. Theodore Morrison-- Indian Industrial Organisation p 30 
g Mr Morrison in the .discussion upon land ownership in India 
has divided opinions for the sake of convenience into:-
1. the English doctrine; 2 the economic doctrine; and 3. 
the Indian doctrine. Ibid p 18 
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as society settled down, there was an unearned increase in the 
value of land, to which the land-lord did not contribute at all. 
They therefore recommended an assessment :t'irst for ten years and 
1 
then for thirty years. In their investigation they also found 
that there were sub-proprietors in the land, who needed protection 
So the land tenure, specially in the United Provinces is limited 
in . two ways: first that the land-lord must share with the Govern-
ment all increments in the income from land; secondly he must 
recogniz e the semi-proprietary rights of the tenants, entitled 
to such claims. 
In the Punjab, the system is different. Here as in other· 
parts of the country, is found a considerable variety of tenures 
but the majority are the complete village communities. The pro-
prietary rights of the communities are fully -recognized and 
settlement is made with them. Each village pays its dues t hro -
R'ugh its respective 'panch?yet' or council of elders. Each mem-
ber of the community pays in proportion to the land held 
and cultivated -by him. The dif f er ence between this type of :~land 
tenure and the 'ryotwari' tenure of Madras and Bombay , is, that 
here the Government d.eals with a united body, and there directly 
with each cultivator separately. 
The present systems of t en~re as found in different province.s 
may be summed up as follows:-
Oudh- great 'zamindars' generally called 'Taluqdars' complete 
ovmers with few subsidiary rights. 
United Provinces- small l and-lords who have tenants under 
them, possessing a fixed occupancy right, and paying 
Cf. G. M. Brouehton- Labour in Indian Industries. p 2 
(Oxford University Press. 1924) 
( 14) 
a f air rent. 
Punjab- small and numerous proprietors; old · ·• ;r>yot' have a 
fixed tenure, paying a fair rent. 
Bengal- great 'zamindars' with limited rights, who have num-
erous sub-proprietors under them~ There are t wo classes 
of tenants: one having a fixed tenure and paying a fixed 
rent, the other having a fixed tenure, but paying a· ·vari-
able :rent. 
Central Provinces-- · moderate proprietors having two kinds of 
'ryots': o+d 'ryot' who are sub-proprietors and pay a 
fixed rent for the term of the settlement; and other old 
'ryots' who have fixed tenure, paying a variable rent. 
Madras and Bombay- the 'ryots' are complete proprietors of 
the soil, and are directly responsible for the payments 
1 
of revenue. 
It may be readil y seen from what has been stated ab¢ve 
that the tenure in India varies between the extreme aristocratic 
system of Oudh, where the land belongs to nobles, an~ the system 
of Madras and Bombay where l and belongs to the people. With the 
exception o( l and systems, it may be safely asserted that the 
village has the same industrial organi ;?.at ion all over the country 
During the disorder that followed the fall of the Moghul 
Empire, a number of local 'rajas' had assumed independence. Th~ 
ugh they were unable to resist openly the declining power of the 
Moghul Emperor, yet they could g ive much trouble in other ways. 
1 Adopted fro m- Georg e Campbell- The Tenure of Land in India 
in Systems of Land Tenure .in Various Countries. 
pp 224- 25· 
{ 15) 
I 
t~ ' 
TheyAtherefore conciliated by being left independent in their 
estate, if they enterd em agreement with the government to return 
part of their land revenue as an annual tribute to the I mperial 
Treasury. Thus the 'raja' became the revenue farmer under State 
lice nse; and a s court favou:t> i t~s , . retired officj,als and private 
capita l i sts .. began pos s e s sing l and ; th~ origin of the pos ition of 
~~~ j a~ : w~s forgotten~ 
These revenue farmers were g enerally called 'zamindars' and 
1 
in Oudh they were known as 'taluq-dars' . According to Sir Baden-
Powell, neither term denoted any definite right of ownersgip in 
the land; it simply meant that in the case of 'raja' he managed 
"' ~he, .. State's right in his land", and the other that he was a 
. 2 
dependent of the ruling power. 
This system of revenue farming started during the latter 
par t of the Moghul Rule in India. The 'zarnindar' got a written 
appointment · (sanad) which decl a red his duties and gave a schedule 
of t h e local sub-divisions, estates and villages, for the revenue 
of which he was responsible,and also the amount due from each. 
It also said what deductions he was to make for his salary, pol~ 
ce, chariti es and other general managment~ Usually he had to pay 
in 90 per cent of the total collections, and was allowed revenue 
free l ands for himself and police charges. There was an of ficer 
called 1 Kanongo 1 (interpreter of l aw regarding land tenure) to 
supervise and check his accounts. 
1 From Arabic 'tal~luq ' meaning dependency 
2 Cf. B. H. Baden-Powell- Land Tenure in British India. 
Chapter IV pp 33-50 
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This office of 'zamindar' was not hereditary under the 
Moghul Rule. But in the case of a territorial chief, who was 
also a revenue farmer, the son would succeed both to the estate 
and to the 'zamindari'; but in other cases the son only succeedEd 
by special sanction of the Emperor, and had to take a new warrant 
As the governors of the Moghul Empire became independent 
rulers, they became careless about administration. This careless-
ness depleted their trea suPy ~hich : could qn~y be refilled by 
leasing out land to revenue farmers. And as these revenue farmars 
became important and indispensible they made great demands. They 
were therefore left unchecked, and thus the central and offical 
organiz a tion disappeared and the 11 zamindar '' s" influence became 
supreme in his land. 
In the United Provinces the bulk of the 'zamindars' were 
revenue farmers. In the Punjab no extensive farming was done, 
but there is present what is known as 'farming village by vill-
age' 
At the close of the eighteenth century there wa s no fixed 
system for any practical administration of land revenue. By 
that time some of the revenue farmers had developed into great 
land-lords, some had founded village estates, and others retained 
overl ord-ships· , and in the can e or oth~tts they were totally 
wiped out . 
Under . the. British Rule, all kinds of persons who have propri.e-
tary right in the soil ~ave been included in the term 'zamindar'-
a term which is now understood to include, both the land-lord in 
the English sense and peasant proprietor as the term is used in 
India. 
( 17) 
The tenants ( 'ryots' or 'kasht-kar' ) may be descendents 
of the cultivators whom the proprietary caste · a llowed to 
is 
cultivate. In many cases thi s true. If the land-lord fami-
lies be non-agricultiral, they would invite tenants to cul-
tivate their land. In the United Provinces the land-lord 
communities are non-agricultural castes, belonging to the 
conquering br ruling rac es or to the families of officials or 
revenue farming capitalists. So there is very generally an 
old land holding group of tenants. In the Punjab, as new land 
came under cultivation by clearing forests, tenants had to be 
employed. 
Sometimes an extravagant proprietor got into the clutches 
of the money lender (mahajan or banya), by mortgaging his land 
and later losing it to his creditor; but he did not leave his 
land. He continued to cultivate it as a tenant, and the 
'mahajan' being generally of a non-agricultural caste allowed 
him to remain as a cultivator. 
One class of tenants belongs to the families of old depen-
dents, servants, or humble relations of the founder of the 
village who came with him to help him establish cultivation, 
in sinking wells, and building cottages. They o~ourse, could 
not rise to equality with the land-lord family, yet through 
consideration of their past services they were permitted to 
hold land with rights to plant trees, construct wells and make 
pe rmanent improvement on the land, at their ovm option, and 
were treated differently from other tenants. 
During the period of chaos that intervened between the 
1 
Mo~ul Rule and the British Raj, much confusion had arisen 
1 'Raj' from Hindi, meaning rule. 
( 18) 
between the rights of the land-lord and the tenant. After 
thorough investigation the Indian Government has recognised 
five classes of tenants:-
1. Permanent tenure holders; 
2. fixed rate tenants; 
3. ex-proprietary tenants; 
4. occupancy tenants; and 
1 
5· non-occupancy tenants. 
Permanent and fixed r a te tenants are those who are perma-
nently settled on the.ir land by the Bengal Tenant Law of 1885. 
In North India they are found in the district of Benares. In 
the case of ex-proprietary tenants it has already been indicat-
ed that they enjoy special privileges, besides permanent hold-
A tenant who has occupied the same piece of land for 
twelve consecutive years has a legal right to occupy it for 
good, and cannot be ejected. He is known as occupancy tenant 
The law of 1901 has modified this rule, and" lays down : in _essance 
that the right of occupancy can only occur, if the same land 
is held under the same 'zamindar' for twelve years. 
The non-occupancy tenants or "tenants at will" are those 
who hold land for les s tha n t welve years. 
' t 
The Hindustani names for the last ' two classes are: "khud-
kasht", own cultivating, "chappar- bund" or house tied, or 
"mouroosi" or hereditary. These three names are used for the 
occupancy tenants. The non-occupancy tenants are called "pai-
kasht" as they come and go at pleasure. 
The relations between the land-lord and the first three 
classes are cordial, both for legal and social reasons. But 
T. Morrison- Indus:tria:l Organisation p 77 
( 19) 
with the last two he is constantly at war-·he trying to get as 
much out of them as possible, and they trying to dodge him as 
best as they can. Rack-renting is ther efore very common. The 
v vV 
Government has therefore legisla·1ted laws that protect these 
f '11' ..... t ': "( f ~ /f...~ ' 
tenants to some extent. 
Adjoining the village are patches of waste land, used as 
pasture lands. It is . the common property of the village, or 
even if it belongs to the 'zamindar' custom has had it that the 
tenant has a right to graze his cattle on the un-cultivated 
lands of the village. This perhaps originated in early times 
when the cattle was held in common, and therefore common past-
ure lands were needed 
At a distance of two or three miles away from the village 
the cattle may be seen grazing on these pasture lands, looked 
after by boys and girls, who while the cattle graze play under 
t he trees. Sometimes an owner drives out his cattle which come 
back in the evening. This is, ofcourse taking a risk; but in 
villages near big cities, this is not uncommon. 
Land revenue is one of the main sources of Government 
income • . The Moghul Emperor Akbar, had based his system of land 
assessment on old Hindu principles, borrowed from the laws of 
Manu. The Bri tish Government has kept it up. In the early 
Government 1_ 
part of its rule, the BritishAlevied heavy taxes,but now the 
1 Year share of assessments surrendered to the proprietor 
1812 .•.. 10 % of prospective assets. 
1822 .... 20 % II II II 
1832 ••• , 27.5% It II 
1849 ...• 33·66 % It It 
1855 .... 50 % II II 
1885 .... 50 % of actual assets. : 
Theodore Morrison-: Indian Industrial Organisation 
p 31 
(20) 
burden is much decreas ed, and the 'zamindar' enjoys much more 
prosperity than the 'zamindar' in the Native States. 
As settlement is made with the'zamindar~ ~ for the payments 
of revenues calculated on the basis of the last ten or fifteen 
years' produce, the land-lord gets an opportunity to exact a 
more from his tenants. Besides paying the. agreed rent~, the 
'ryots' very often have to pay dues on differnt occasions, such 
as a marriage in the land-lord's family. 
For the purposes of cultivation land is often graded into 
three circles. · The first circle l and lies near the v i llac e 
Therefor e it pays a h igh rent; outside tb~s circl e is t h e 
The methol s o f collec t i n3 revenue are different. In villa-
ges generally the old system of collecting is present, that is 
at the harvest time t he crop is divided between the land-lord 
and the tenant, at the threshing floor. This is called 'Batai' 
or sharing. Sometimes an estimate of the standing crop is made 
and the land~lord's share is announced. This is called 'kankut 
1 
A particular field is estimated to yield so many maunds of 
grain, and the land-lord's share is determined. Often these 
shares are taketi in money. 
1 A maund (man) is little over 80 lbs (40 seers) 
A seer(sair) i s a fration over two pounds 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS OF AGRICULTURE. 
(Implements; irrigation; manure; rotation of crop; ha rvesting) 
India is an agricultural country. According to the census 
report of 1921 ninety per cent of the popula tion live in rural 
districts, and although not all actually engaged in agriculture 
at least seventy-five per cent of them gain their livlihood 
from the soil. Therefor e other industries are made subservient 
to the main industry of agriculture. The Government is trying 
its best to develop various industries, yet it seems that for 
many years to come the prosperity of the coutry will rest upon 
agriculture rather than other industries. 
No par t of the country is more suited for agriculture than 
the great plain in the North, and Bengal. From Calcutta in the 
south-east to Peshawar in the north-west, it is one stretch )df 
alluvia l soil, rich and waterd by the Indus and the Ganges, 
and their triqutar~e.s. Geologists say that at one time this 
part was under wa ter, and with the great upheaval of the earth's 
surface which brought the mighty Himalayas into being, this 
sha llow sea became the Indo-Gangetic plain. Throughout a 
leng th of 1, 500 miles from Karachi to Calcutta the r e is no hil.L 
nor hard stones to be found. 
The snow covered mountains in the north feed its rivers 
with a perpertual supply of water. They al s o protect it from 
the cold north winds and the attacks of wild tribes inhabiting 
that region. It enjoys an Alpine climate. Naturally enough it 
became the centre of the Indo-Aryan civilization and culture. 
The Indian cultivator h~ s very simple implements. His 
plough is ancient and inexpensive (See Fig . A). It consists of 
a share of iron fixed to a triangular block of wood. From an-
other side of this block come two beams: one short and the 
(22 ) 
other long . To the long beam i s yoked a pa ir of oxen, and the 
small one is held in the hand t o regulate-· the depth and direction 
of the furrow. 
As soon as the rains of June set in, the ground is ploughed 
and left for a time to get soft; then it is again ploughed and 
levelled by means of a harrow (sarawan). The harrow consists 
of b. flat broad board, drawn by a pair of bullocks, the driver 
standing on the board (See Fig .B. ). The field is ploughed a 
third time, the seed ia sown, and finally levelled. The sh~pe 
of the furrow in the f i rst ploughing is eleptical or spiral, 
starting from a corner of the field and ending in the centre; 
and in the other two it is cross-wise : {See Fig . C ) • Therefore 
the plough, harrow and a pair of oxen are essential for a 
cultivator. Each man owns his own plough and harrow, but bul - . 
lOcks are commonly shared by families or hired from the 'zamin-
dar'. · 
l The monsoons supply most of the water needed in the fields. 
But onaccount of their irregularity irrigation works have to be 
used as well. 
The irrigation works are of two kinds: public and private. 
Unde r the public works comes the canal system of India. There 
a re two kinds of canals: productive and protective(also called 
unproductive). Productive works are those that produce suffi- _ 
cient revenue to cover their working expen,sas and the interest 
of their capital within ten years after the completion of con.,.. 
' Monsoon' from ' Mausum' meanig s eason. They are moisture 
bearing periodical winds that blow over the country from 
June to September. This is ca lled the summer monsoon to 
distinguish it from the winter monsoons that blow ov er t h e 
Madras area in December and January. The greater part of 
the country gets rains from the summer monsoon. 
{ 23) 
struction. Protective works are those that are primarily inten~ 
ed to prote6t the fields from the effects of draughts. The 
total length of main and branch canals and their distributaries 
in operation during the year 1921-22 amounted to 67, 000 miles 
and stipplied water to crops valued at 170 corers of rupees 
(about 11 :,'ooo, 000 pounds sterling). The largest area irrigated 
by canals is in the P u~1ja-b wl,ere 10.5 million acres were irriga:t 
t ed during 1921-22; and in the same year 2 2/3 million acres ' _ 
1 
were i rrigated i n the United Pro~inc e r . 
The priva te irrigation works consist of wells and tanks. 
The wells are more i rnportEm t in the North, although in Madr:as 
and Bombay taru{S are larg ely used. 
The wells are of two kinds, permanent and temporary (pucca 
and kach-cha). Permanent wells are made by sinking a brick 
work cylinder through the ground down to an imperv~ous bed of 
hard clay called "motan through which a hole is made into the 
the sandy bed below. Through this hole water rushes into the 
cylinder. These wells are called spring wells. After a short 
time the emission of' the water stops and the sin.icing ot' the 
cylinder ceases. 
When the "mota" is not reached at a certain depth, sinking 
or the cylinder is stopped and the mouth or diameter of the weL. 
is made large. Such a well is not very deep and water enters 
it slovly through the sides and the sand bed on which the 
cylinder rests. It is also cheaper to construct a well of this 
type t~1.an tqe spring well. The cultivator knows from experi enc.e 
1 Cf. L. F. Rushbrook-Williams- India in 1922- 23 pp 165-66 
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where to d ig thi s kind of 
Well and where 
supply from such wellsisnot the Oth er . . The water 
A very great. 
The 'Kachcha' Wells are used 
and 
required. 
tor temporary purpos e s, 
digg ing to reach water is 
not 
Of 
The land i 
s very often classiri d . 
e accordJ.ng 
irrigation, and ther·efore rents 
to the methods · 
vary. A piece of land is 
called "nahari" "cna·h ni, , 
. 
' - or sailaoa" according as i~ is 
irrigat-ed by a canal, V'l ell, or· OVt::~. ·f low or·· ..., . 
"" ~--L"l.Vc.t·. 
The mer,noas or r i 1 a s ng wa-r,er r·rom tn~ weJ. 's a.r.· ..... 
..._ .... var·lous. 
In the Punjao tney u s e t h e 'Pers i an wnee.l', W"lich 
.1. is a contri-
vance or earthen pots fastened to a larg e band 01. gras~:~ rope, 
which pas~:~es over a Wheel turneu by o~J.J.ocks. In t,uc UHited 
Provinces a l a r g,·e lea.,.her· · 
u 0ag J.S used wuieh il:l r·u.J:·ni s uc:ct wi 1Jh 
an iron rim, nung by a stout. rope wnich pa~:> ses ove1 · a puLLey 
a nd is d r awn by a p a ir or bUllocks mov·ingr on an J.. 1. n c J.ne s1.o 1.11ng 
up from t he well's moutn. This is called "Pu:r·ai" OJ.· "ChttJ. · ~:~a" 
(See Fie;, .:D). 
Ano L.ne.t· way is LO ma k e a leve.~. ·-pole .r·esting on a i O.t·ked 
beam, . a n d wed,_gnted , at .. one .eril'\ . To vhe o c.ner end a basket, is 
a-c,tached by mean s or' a rope. This -is called a "Dheonkli il (S ee 
Fig.£ ) , ana is worked oy one man; buG two men are .t·equired r or 
T.he "Purai i t . Sometim~s a s ma.LL ai ten 1s dug near the Danks O.t 
a :r.·ive.r·, lake or pond and wate:i: 1s maue to run in 1 -r,. FJ.·om 
1Jhis d1L.ch 1JWO men r aise wa t e:r· oy means ot· a leatheJ.· or s t raw 
b a ske;t ana tnro¥v it into a notner d1 tch wh ene e 1 t, i s earried to 
the !'ields by means of s mall channels c a lled "Kyarees '' . This 
is anotheJ.· type of ''Dheonkli" .(See Fig . F). 
(25) 
Tubes wells are also useu, bu~ on a small scale. Because 
besides ocher reasons, the Indian cuL~ivator is poor and conser-
-va"tive, ana. does not quickly "take to new things. 
Fer·tilizing is a.one by burning l~aves on tne field and mix-
ing uhe ashes wi"th the soil. Catt.le dung is used to some extent 
but. villagers generally use it as a ruel. The manu.r·e is the.~. ·e-
!·ore bought from the town or ci -r,y, or taken from ~he heap of 
ruobish (ghura) outside t ue village. 
has 
Long experienue~also shown tn~ cu~tivator that two good 
crops of the same kind can not:, be :t·eaped from the same t ield. 
There!"OJ.·~ all land is not, cultivateo_ twic-e. Lana that bea:t·s 
two cro .l-i s i::> called 11 do-rasli 11 , and tnat which bears only one 
is called "ek-fasli". They raise dil'ferent crops from the 
se~e field. The first crop exhausts one kind of nutrients, 
leaving Lue soil ricn in othe J. · salts good ror anothe.r· ldnd or 
crop. This sys"tem or crop-raising is called rota"tion of crops. 
Dr. Voel:Cker Agricultural Chemist strongly derends the culti-
1 
vator's implemen"ts and method 01" raising crop. 
1 " At his best the Indian cultiva~or is qul"te as good and in 
some respects t he superior or the Bri t.ish re.r mer; whilst: .a"t 
his ·>vvors~ : 1 t : . .- cah~· on+y bEL said ~hat. this ::: sta:l..e ·.1s ; bJ.'l.n.ight 
a oout largely by an absence of f~cilities ror improvemn~, 
vl.b.ich is probably unequalled in any O"th~J:: coun~ry, aHu that 
cne peasan~ will struggle on ptttiently and uncomplaingly in 
t.u~ race OI" dir1culties in a way -r,nat no one else would ••••• 
To take the ordinary acts 01 husbandry, nowhere would one 
1'ind bette.r· instances O.L keeping lana. scrupu.tously fr~e of 
weeds, of ingenu1 t y in device of watei· ;raising applainces, 
of knowledge of soils ana. their capabilit.ies, a~ well as, of 
"the exact time to sow and to r·c:ap, as one would in Inciian 
Agricul"ture, and this is not at its best alone, but at its 
ordinary level. Certain it is that I, at least, have never 
seen a more perfect pic"ture of careful cultivation combined 
wi "th hard laoour, perseverance and t ertili ty ot' r·~:::source, 
than I have seen a~ many or the halting places in my tour .•• 
......• And even in his afrection for his ancient plough ••..• 
he is not wi t hout some r eason on h~s side. Anything heavier 
will be beyond the strength or his half starved cattle; any-
thing that goes deeper and turns over the clods equally orrends 
him. It may bring sterile sand or clay to the surface; the 
damp slice turned over and exposed to the power of the relent -
-
., 
{26) 
If the cultivator's family is not large enough to supp;Ly .:the 
necessary labour , at harvest time, he employs others. The 
Indian scythe is called "Hansia", and looks like a half moon 
with a wooden handle (See Fig -G) -..: After cutting the harvest 
they bind it into sheaves, and let it dry in the sun. 
When it has fully dried, they start threshing. This again 
is done by bullocks (SeeFig.ll). A big wooden post is driven 
in the ground, and aroumd it in a circle are spread the sheaves 
One or two pairs of bullocks are tied to this post and ~ade to 
tread on the corn. This process breaks the stalks, and separa-
tes them from the seed. This . is repeated several times, when 
winnowing is started. The man who uses the ran (See Fig. I), 
is very sldllful in handling it. With it he can separate no j:; 
only the gra.tn f rom s traw, but also small seeds~ •Flrially 
the grain is ready to. be removed to the house or market. Some• 
times final threshing is done at home, as in the case of rice. 
A hole eight or nine inches wide and four or five inches 
deep is dug in the ground, and made hard by plaster . It is 
a 
then filled with rice a nd beaten with the vertical end of/\ rod 
This method separates the husk from the seed. The hole is 
called "Okhli" and the rod "Musal" (See Fig. J"' ) • 
The harves t time is a ver y gay time in the villag es. Most 
of the marriages take place after the Spring harvest. The 
number of crimes also increases at this time. Sometimes a 
person would burn another's bc:.rn, or kill h im while he is watch-
less sun gets baked like a brick, and it is beyond his power t o 
pulverize it. It will not give him the fine tilth which abso r ·b.s 
every drop of the precious dew or other moisture falling upon 
it ; it may bury the noxious weeds instead of bringing them to 
the surface, where they ca n be collected or burnt"--- Quoted 
from Morrison's Industrial Organisation of an Indian Province, 
p 213· 
(27) 
ing his barn out in the field at night. The police therefore 
have to be constantly on the move at this season. 
The Indian Agricultural year was started in Emperor Akbar's 
time, and. was called "Fasli" (harvest) year. The present 
Government has slightly modified it, for the sake of convenienc~ 
The Agricultural year begins in July and ends in June of the 
next year. Thus 1925-26 will denote the Agricultural year beg-
inning in the month of July 1925 and ending t h e 30th of June 
1926. No tenant can be ejected before the year is completed 
and fue ha s reaped the harvest. The official year begins on the 
1s t of April and ends on the 31st of March of the next year. 
CHAPTER A 
FAHMING 
SpriYl..g and Autumn Crops ( Rabi and Kharif) ; Fruits and Vegetable s ; 
~- . 
Tobacco; Cotton; Betal-leaf (Pan); Sugar Cane; Cattle and Paul-
/ 
try. 
CHAPTER 4 
FARMING 
(Spring and Autumn crops "Rabi" and "Kharif"; fruits and 
vegetables; tobacco; cotton; betal-leaf "Pan"; sugar cane; 
cattle and poultry.) 
The climate of the provinces of India is very varied. The 
Punjab is cold in winter, so that in January and February there 
are hard frosts, and shallow pools freeze over night, in the 
northern and western districts of the province. Bengal in the 
east has a ho t and damp climate throughout the year. The United 
Provinces have a climate whi ch is like Punjab climate in the 
west and Bengal climate in the east. 
The chief climat ic event, however, is t he south-west mon-
1 
soon, which usual ly reaches the Western Ghats i n May, and comes 
in full force in North Indis by the end of June. On these r a ins 
depend the greater part of the country for harvest, a nd their 
f ai lure to come would result in suffer i ng and f amine. 
On these periodical rains depend the spring and the autumn 
harvests, or "rabi " and "kharif" as they are designated in 
ofricial records. The s e terms are borrowed !'rom the Moghul 
system of l and asses sment . The villagers call them "Hari " and 
"Sawanni". Rabi is t h e imnortant harvest of wheat , barley and 
gra..m in the north. The ground i s prepared for it after the 
summer rains, the seed is sown in October and the harvest reap-
ed between April and middle of May. 
Indian wheat is not suff iciently good in quality to compete 
successfully in the world market. The Agricultural Dep~rtment 
is helping to improve t his crop, however. Their work consists 
"First, in the evolution and distribut i on or stra ins possesing 
1 Western Ghats are the range of mountains on the we s t coast 
of India, and the eas t ern border of the Bombay Presidency. 
(29) 
superior yielding power, better quality of grain, improved 
strength of straw and greater resistance to rust; and secondly 
1 
in demonstrating the response of crop to better cul ti vation'1 
The Imperial Department of Agriculture is situated at Pusa 
in the province of Bihar and Orissa, and has produced improved 
varieties of wheat. The United Provinces have extensively used 
Pusa improved varieties, and cultivated more than 241,000 acres 
of land in 1921-22; the Punjab cultivated in the same year 772, 
2 
880 acres of land. 
The autumn crop (kharif) consists of rapidly growing plants 
along with which are sown millets. Coarse grain like 'juar' 
and 'bajra' of this harvest are very important for the village 
communities, and sugar cane is a valuable crop. The most import-
-ant crop or the country as a whole is th~ autumn crop of rice 
in Bengal, Burma, Madra s and Central Provinces. 
3 
rice is grown in the marshy districts of "Tarai 11 
4 
beyond the Gogra. 
In the north 
~ 
and the dist~cts 
' The two . crops act as a guard for the cultivator against the 
cruelties of his creditors. A failure of monsoons raises scar-
city in both the autumn and spring harvest, But sometimes it 
happens that when imn1ediately after the spring harvest, wheat 
sells at a high price, the next July monsoons bring plenty of 
rains, and g ive plenty of autumn harvest in maiz, 1 juar' and 
'bajra', which consequently sell cheap. The dema nd of all mar-
ginal consumers of wheat, increases for the coarse grain; which 
1 L. F. Rushbrook-Williams-- India in 1922-23 p 150 
2 Ibid p 150 
l 'Tarai' i s the name of the marshy l and that lies between the plains and the hills. 
4 1 Gogra' is the name of the river forming the north-ea st 
boundry ·or Oudh. 
(30) 
results in the reduction of wheat prices. This fall in wheat 
price defeats the plans of the money lender to r ealize the pri c a 
he paid the cultivator for his stores of wheat, barley and gram 
Straw as a bi-product of the two crops has · an· important influence 
on village life. "Bhusa" ( wheat straw) is a necessary fodder 
for the cattle, while "Payal" (rice straw) keeps both the far-
mer and the cattle warm in winter. It is spread on the ground 
for the cattle and mattresses are stuffed with it. Although 
not quite soft, they are not uncomfortable to sleep on, and 
mill tary camps are always supplied with '! PtJ1.yal" for the use of 
the soldiers. 
The sugar cane is also an important crop of India. Sugar 
is the only agricultural commodity which India needs to import 
from outside. It is the chief 1 kharif' crop in the north; out 
of the entire area on which sugar cane is grown more than half 
lies in the United Provinces. Here intensive cultivation has 
been carried on by means of tube wells, and pumping plants. 
There is a bright future for this crop, when the Sarda Irrigat-
iOn Janal p~oject is completed. The Agricultural Department is 
paying much attention to this, and is assisting the cultivator 
1 
in the selection of seed. 
There are two kinds of fruits: those that are grown on the 
tree s and those that are grown in the fields. North India 
enjoys all kinds of tropical fruits and many more. The most 
famous fruit of the country is mango (arp.). It is called the 
king of fruits, and is abundantly grown in the Punjab, United 
1 Rushbrook-Williams-- India in 1922-23 p 151 
( 31 ) 
Provinces, Bombay and Bengal. Its s eason begins in June and 
lasts till August. Large groves of me.ngo trees outside the 
villages bear plenty of fruit for local use and for the market . 
When rains come late, , a plentiful crop of manGoes is always ex-
pected , and during the famine of 1907 poor cla s ses in some places 
1 
were supported by them. 
Another common fruit is guava (amrood). It can be had 
throuGhout the year; but the summer fruit is inferior to winter 
fruit, and is not so much in demand. Its cultivation is becoming 
important onaccount of jelly and jam industries in cities like 
Allahabad and Bareilly. 
There are numerous kinds oiL berries, as straw berries, rasp 
berries, plums, 'jaman ', 'falsa', 'khinni' , , 'leeches', 'lookat' 
and mc:·,ny others too numerous to name. Bu t most of these cul ti-
vated berries are grown in sub-urban districts. The villager 
knows only plums a nd 'jaman' (a large black berry). 
Oranges, pears, apples, apricots, are generally grown in 
the hills. Jalna in the Punjab is famous for its apples and 
Sylhet and Nagpur for their sweet oranges. The hills of Kumaon 
and the Punjab grow good oranges, and grapes come from the Wes~-
ern part of the Pujab. Best kind of c; rapes and pomegrane,tes a re 
grown in the North-West Frontier Province. With these fruits 
the hill farmer is not un-familiar. 
. are t ild There some fruits, however, tha grow w , and nobody 
cares for them; such as tamarinds (imli), and 'kaitha'. They 
are sour in tas te and village boys and girls are fond of them. 
~1--=r=--w-l::-. t-=-n_e_s_s_e~d=--a-s--a-s-c-:;h-o-o~l~::-b-'o y th-a•t--:i-n-7L:-h-tl-c'i-;t-;>-, -o-f;:;--~G-o-n--,d'a-, --;-b_e_y_o_nd 
the Gogra, where my father then lived, poor boys and ~irls 
daily · collected m,_._ngo-s tones from which they made CEJ.ke s 
(32) 
The custard apple (sharifa ) is also a wild fruit, although now 
it is being cul tivatecl. These are mostly summer fruits, except 
that oranges and guavas are plentiful in winter, and apples and 
g ;r>a pes are :~bundant . during autumn . and winter. 
Among fruits raised in the field are melons and water-melons 
or musk - melon ( 1 Kharbooza 1 and '1'arbooz 1 ). Both of these are 
summer fruits, and are abundantly grown in the north. There is 
a winter melon like cantaloupe called "Sarda" (because it grows 
in winter) and is largely grown in the Punjab. The district ~ 
of Lucknow in Oudh, grows the best kind of melons, mangoes and 
plums, in the cointry. 
"Singhar·a" is a three cornered nut grown in the lakes in 
water, and is available in large quantities for the village 
market. 
The summer is rich in difrerent k inds of greens (sabzi). 
1 
Among summer vegetables may be mentioned ; 'turai', 'lauki' and 
cucumber. The winter vegetables are, cauliflower, cabbage, 
carrots, beets, egg-plant, beans, peas, sweet-potatoes, potatoes 
tomatoes, lady's finger, ginger, garlic and onion~. These vege -
tables are consumed both by the city and the rural populat1ons, 
and their large production together with cheapness make t he 
Hindu a vegetarian. 
Tobacco is a winter crop and is exclusively grown in the 
north. It is believed that there is a great future for this 
industry . . orf.ccount of the h eavy import duries on foreign to-
bacco finer and better grades will eventually be g rown. Two 
types of improved s e eds are being used now, called Pusa No 28 
and Sumatra type. It is an article of daily consumption in the 
1 There are no English equivalents for thes names, so many 
names are omitted. 
(33) 
village, and has an importance in society which can be judged 
from the fact that one of the severe punishments inflicted by 
the 'panchayat' upon a person is excon~unication, which means 
no one should smoke the pipe (huqqa) of the person so sentenced 
or drink from his glass. 
Beetal-nut called "pan" is an article of luxury, and is 
chewed in pl a ce of chewing gum. According to Indian etiquette 
a visitov will always be offered a 'pan' at least, if he can 
not be invited. to a meal. It is prepared by spreading lime 
and some other ingredients on the 'pan-leaf' and then rolding 
it into a nut shape. 
to redden their lips. 
,It redd~n.s one's mouth, and women use it 
Men generally chew tobacco with it. 
Throughout the country ' pan ' is used both by rich and poor. 
Therefo r e there is a large demand for it. All provinces 
raise it, for t heir local needs. But better varieties are grown 
in the north, and specially in the province of Oudh. A 'pan' 
field called 1 bheet' is prepared in much the same way as a to-
bacco field in America- protecting t nA crop from weather con-
ditions by means of a canopy of coarse cloth. The India n cul-
tivator uses straw-mats instead of cloth. A 1 bheet' is the 
coolest spot to get into in the summer. The cultivator will not 
allow a visitor to enter his summer house with shoes on, and 
guards the field with a kind of sacred devotion. 
Cotton is the only textile crop in the north, although_ the 
district of Benares raises some silk. The soil for cotton is 
not very good in t h e north, as compared with the black cotton-
soil or· the Central Provinces and Bombay, where American long 
staple cotton has been introduced and the Agricultural Depart-
ment is helping t h e farmer in this. 
Cattle raising is an inferior occupation, and belongs to 
(34) 
low castes. This trade in the village exclusively belongs to 
the "Pasi" and 11 Khateek 11 castes. They raise all kinds of cat-
tle, but pigs generally, a s they are in demE~ .. nd for various sacri-
fices. Goat meat is used for the village meat-market, but sel-
dom or never a cow will be slaughtered in a Hindu village. 
Poultry farming also belongs to this csate. There not being 
much demand for fowls and eggs in the village, most of them are 
sent to the towns and cities, where they fetch a high pr ice. 
In the village eggs are avilable in summer at two annas (little 
over three cents) a dozen; and in winter they are not dearer 
than six or nine annas (ten or fifteen cents) a dozen. Chicken 
can be bou0ht at ra~es varying between three annas and eight 
annas (five or twelve cents) a chicken 
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CHAPTER 5 
MARKETING 
{Weekly and b i:..weekly bazars; fairs ' Melas'; town market) 
As already said, in early times the chief's village occupied 
an important place in the community. The neighbouring villag es 
were dependent upon it for protection . In course of time ther~ 
fore, its population increas ed, o~account of commercial facili-
ties. If it was situa ted on the banks of a . river or at a pl a ce 
which afforded it CO IIL.'llercial advantages, its population increas-
-ed rapidly, and it carne to occupy the position of a city. Very 
often relig ious centres like Benares, and Prayag became impo-
rtant cities. 
As soon as the poptilati on of a village increases fron a f ew 
scores to several hundred inhabitants, it is designa ted as a 
"Qasba", and the "Qas ba" develops into a t own, when its popu ~ 
la t ion varies be tween a thousand and five thous c:md persons; a ci t.Y 
has a population above five thousand. Therefore a village, 
1 Qasb~', and town differ in popula tion. 
For administrative purpose s the entire country is divided 
intri provinces; a province i n to divisions; a division into dis -
tricts; and each district into tahsils (revenue collecting 
centres). A 'tahsil' is composed of several villages, with its 
head-quarters in a ' Qa sba' or town . Therefore a town will in-
elude a number of villag es in its administra tive area. 
The town market supplies the needs of a larg e community . 
Here prices are more manifestly governed by the economic l aws ~ 
supply and dema nd; the division of l a bour is ma rkedly seen, and 
more industries have sprung up in recent years oryaccount of the 
slow industri a l ch.:mge that is taking place in the country . 
The village community is in a way self-sufficient. Each 
family after paying the r ent, keeps al l grain for.its own use; 
(36) 
and if 1:.here i s a surplus, or if there is a hope of a surplus 
it is sent to the rnarket. They grow- their own grain in Spring 
and Autumn, and vegetable in winter and summer. The articles 
that need to be bought are such as matches, colours, cloth, 
nails, spices and iron implements of husbandry. Therefore it 
is evident that trade can take place only on a small scale in 
such a community. All their meager wants are supplied by the 
soil and the villag e 'banya' (grain dealer and also money lend-
er). 
Necessity has, however, shown that without som~ind of 
trade the 'banya' has a tendency of getting an undue advantage 
They therefore hold a weekly or bi-weekly 'bazar', called 
"Painth". To these 'bazars' which are generally held on Wednes-
days and Sundays, they invite traders from towns a nd cities, 
who bring different kinds of wares from their towns. Peddlers 
(Besathi) are attracted in large numbers to these 'ba zars'. 
The villagers put up their field prdduce for . s al~, and money ' is 
the common medium of exchang e. 
"Bazars" are held twi c·e a week in a community where more 
luxuries are used, and therefore there is a larg e demand for 
commodities other than agricultural produce. It may also happ-
en tha t the site of the 'bazar' may offer facilities for freq~­
\\ ent gathering s for trade purposes. These weekly and bi-weekly 
' painth' are necessary for the village communities. 
The 'bazars' are not held within the walls of the village 
Always a convenient grove or open spa ce in the neighbour-hood 
is selected for this purpose. This gives more room to wal k 
about freely in the 'bazar' a nd a lso room enough for stal l k eep-
ers to keep as big a stal l as they want. To the 'bazar' may be 
brought cattle and horses, which can be conveniently a ccornodated 
(37) 
under a tree. Also, a conv€nient grove within easy reach of 
other villages, will attract customers from there. Then there 
is the idea of meeting on a kind of a neutral ground, for t hese 
transactions, thus giving both the buyer and seller equal dis-
advantage of distance from home. The owner of the grove, usual-
ly a 'zamindar' gets a rent for the use of the place. 
In very early times when easy means of communication were 
absent, towns had sprung up upon the banks of the rivers, and 
there was constant traffic between town and town, carried on by 
1 
means of boats and ferries. Gradually the necessity a rose of 
people mixing more often for the purposes of trade and social 
intercour~e. The priestly caste (the learned Brahmin) institut-
ed "Melas 11 (festivals), when people went to worship, and because 
the festival l~sted s everal days, merchants and trades-men came 
for buying and selling. Even at present 'rnelas' have a great 
economic significance to the Indian community at lare;e. 
The villager has the patience to wait to buy things in 
' melas' where he expects to get them cheap. His chances Ofcourse 
dept nd upon the supply of .the commodity he wants; and if there 
• is a large supply of it, and few buyers , ·.and the na ture of the 
commodity demands its disposing off, he may succeed in making a 
good ba rgain, otherwise he is disappointed. His cattle and 
horses, however, are generally bought in the ' melas'. But 
things like cloth are brought in larege quantities where they are 
easily sold. A 11 Dh~ti 11 for himself and a ' ' "S~ri 11 for his wife or 
_$ 
daughter will not cost him more than five or six ruppes ( about 
Cf. E. B. Havel- The History of Aryan Rule in India. p 38 
(New York, Fredrick A. Stoke Company. No date of publicatio~ 
"Dhoti" is the common peasant costume, rather i t "i &-·the 
national costume for men 
11 Sari" is the national costume for women in India 
(38) 
two dollars $ 2. 00) '. 
Thus 'melas' which really have an economic origin, were 
facili~ated by religious ceremonies, and the major part of the 
'mela' activities consist of buying and selling. The bathing 
festivals like "Gnaga Ashnan", have a great influence upon the 
economic life of the village communities. 
In modern times a 'zamindar' has sometimes taken advantage 
of 'melas', and started one in his own village, making use of 
some local deity, and fixing a date for its worship. The begi~ 
ning of such a festival depends upon large adverisement, which 
is done verbally. If the 'zamindar' is litera~e, · he will send 
a few invitations to some friends, otherwise the village people 
themselves will do the advertising. Goverrunent officials lik e 
"Tahsildar" and sub-inspectors of polce are very instrumental 
in giving publicity to such an enterprise. Once a 'mela' is 
started, no economic forces will stop it, and the law would 
be afraid to interfere. In many instances a district officer 
be 
hRS started a 'mela'. It may thereforeAinferred that Indian 
'melas' have originated from economic necessacities, and 
religion has been used only as a means of giving them popularity 
The town is the place where village produce is generally 
taken, and its supplies depend upon villages. The prices in 
the village and town markets sometimes vary within wide ranges. 
This can be only realized by comparing European and Indian f a r-
mers . . The chief concern of a European farmer after the harvest 
is, how to sell it to his best advantage, and he is therefore 
compelled to study market conditions. With the India n cultivator 
his chief care is over if he succeeds in reaping a bumper crop. 
The produce as said before, is intended in the first place for 
himself and his family. If he is indebted to the land-lord or 
(39) 
money-lender he may be compelled to sell inorder to have money 
to pay to his creditors; and often he is obliged to sell at 
ver~r low prices, and buys it back from the local 1 banya 1 at a 
high price. The cultivator in such cases is not only hand~capped 
by the heavy interBst he has to pay, but also the low prices he 
has t o ta~e for his produce .. ruin him. Ordinarily __ the cultivator 
will save enough for his consumption, and sell only the s urplus 
With the development of means of communications, the inter-
relation. and 1nter-dependence of the village and town markets 
have considerably incre ::~ sed, and that economic self-sufficiency 
which existed before the metalled roads and railways were cons-
tructed, is dimin~shing. 
An important difference exists between the town a nd village 
markets. In the case of the f~rmer, prices are governed by the 
l aws of supply and dernan<;l, as the whole community is buyer, and 
the supply is distributed among competing sellerS.. Therefore 
if at any time the supply is limited · and the demand increases 
prices rise. But in the villag e, the 1kasht-kar 1 and t he 1zamin-
dar1 or 'banya 1 are the only parties concerned. In this tran-
saction1 the cultivator has ~any disadvantages: he is bound by 
custom not to sell at a profd.t to his 1zamindar 1 and his indebted-
n~ss oblig es him to accept a low price for his produce. The 
law·s of supply and demand are in-operative here, and the g rain-
dealer, who is either the 1zaminda r 1 or 1banya ' gets the best 
of the bargain. In moder n tomes the market prices will affect 
the agreement reached between the grain-dealer and the cultiva tor 
and the harvest prices will differ from tiNe to time; but as a 
rule will b.e less than market prices. When prices have been 
nigh in the town-market, the hHrvest prices also are kept steadY 
at a hi e;h level, and cannot be brought down easily. 
(40) 
1 
From government records and statistics, it is evident that 
now the cultivator makes a better bargain with the grain-dealer 
than h e did seventy or eighty yea rs ago. This is due to the 
development of means of communi cation. In the abesence ~ of such 
facilitities a bumper cron wa s not very profitable, because that 
portion of the produc e which could be sold for profit could not 
be ~asily - without tremendous difficulties of the journey and 
danger of life- carted to the place where it was most demanded. 
But now the marke t pri ce,of wheat for example,is the s ame through-
out the country, which in turn affects the village prices and 
keeps t hem also steady with siight .variations according to 
l ocal "'conditions . Market-price is, hoWever, general ly higher t han 
village price. 
1 Cf. T. Morrison-- I ndian Industrial Organisation pp 21 1-31 
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MEANS OF COMTvi.UNICATION. 
(Roads; vehicles; post and telegraph) 
Since very early t i mes roads have been i mportant i n the 
industrial and political life of India. We read of early 
Aryan village plans in history. The chief's village had a rect-
angula r enclosure, whose four walls faced nor t h, south, east 
and west. It wa s divided into four wards by the two main streets 
which crossed each other in the centre, and were t e rminated at 
each end by four principal gates. There were also four smaller 
gates at four corners of the enclosure. The longest of the 
two main roads we. s called t h e I(ing ' s Stree t (Raja- patha), a nd 
t h e shorter one was ca lled the Broad or Short Stree t ( Na ha - lta l a 
or Vamana). There were other streets, but these roa ds formed 
the chief lines of communica tion between villag es and the high 
ways of commerce. They were used for military and commercial 
purposes, and were maintained either by the King or jointly by 
villages. At the cro s sing of the se roads under a tree ' pa nch -
1 
- I aya t met. 
The great Hindu Ki ng of Mauriya dynas ty, . Chandra Gup t a {B . C 
32 1- 296), had constr ucted the grea t trunk road , runni ng fro m 
Calcutta to Delhi, which was restored and extended by t h e Moga.l 
2 
King Baber in the 16 t h century. Other Mohammedan rulers had 
f ollowed t h e policy of cons tructing ro ads for military pur poses 
but they wer e rea lly both militar y and commercial high ways . 
During t h e f all o:( the M:ogal Empire, road s were gr eatly n egl ect -
E. B. Havel- History of Aryan Rul e in India. pp 22 13 1. 
2 Ibid p 426 
(42) 
- .ed, till about the beginning of the 19th century, when old 
roads were repaired and new ones constructed under the British 
Rule. A steady though slow progress has been made along this 
line. At present the total milege of metalled and un-metalled 
1 
roads m~intained at public expense is about 25o , ooo. 
The roads may be divided irito metalled (puc ca), earthen 
(kachcha) and permanent. The metalled roads have exercised an 
important influence on the village life, opening them to direct 
communication with towns and cities. The farmer can sell his 
agricultural produce in the town-m&rket without much help from 
the middle-men. He is, t herefore , saved to a l arge extent from 
the clutche s of the money-lender . It is a co mmon thing to see 
lines of slow-moving bullock-carts, driving along these roads 
on a summer or winter morning with the driver either a sleep on 
to p of his load or smoking his 'huqqa' (pipe) huddled up in his 
quil t . 
The 'ka chcha ' roads are broad ea rthen roads wide and lined 
on either side \Vi th big trees · (g enerally mango or 'j aman' . tr~EVs) 
A "leekh" is wide enough for two bullock-carts to pass abreast. 
They pass through villages, a long the fields, in a round about 
way, connecting villages with one another and with the metalled 
or 'kachcha' roads. During the rainy season they become muddy 
and can only be crossed on a bullock-cart. 
Besides these roads, there are different kinds of foot-paths 
A "batia" is a narrow foot-path that passes along the cultivated 
fields acro ss the waste l a nds (oosar) and joins villa6 es with 
one another. It is usually the shortest distance between t wo 
villages or between a .villag e and the roads. 
Cf. Rushbrook-Williams - India in 1922-23 p 178 
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(43) 
In the hills of North India "pak-dandi" is generally 
used in much the same way as a 'batia' is used in the plains. 
Broad roads cannot be used extensively on the slopes of the 
mountains. These 'pak-dandis' are traversed on foot, horse 
or a kind of palanquin called "dandi". On the low hills, 
however, bullock-carts are freely us ed. 
The railways touch all important towns and cities. The 
whole country, and particularly North India is now a net 
work of railways. The total railway mileage in India is, 3 7, 
266 . (See map) 
The railways have greatly mitieated the misery caused by 
famine and scars ity. They have also secured better adminis-
tration of the country. Reference has already been m~de that 
s ometimes even a plentiful crop was a distress to the cultiva-
-tor, a s grain was distributed over a small area; now it is 
distributed over the length and breadth of the country, keep-
ing prices steady and encouraging exportation to other count-
ries. They have also r aised the standa rd of living, which 
has resulted from a rise in prices. It may be expected that 
more intensive and ex tensive cultivation will be carried on in 
the future to supply grain to foreign markets. 
The common village vehicle is the ancient and massive 
bullock-cart (See Fig K) . In shape it is like a huge barrow, 
and is mostly built of wood, and has a load capacity of forty 
or fifty maunds (about two tons). It is very old indeed and 
has not been much improved, but it has the advantag e of being 
the only kind of conveyance that can be used with economy, on 
earthen roads- and economy and frugality are in the farmer's 
foremost thoughts, except where he is bound by custom. A 
strongly constructed bullock-car t can last for a considerable 
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(44) 
length of time, inspite of rough roads and rough use. If the 
cultivator has to mov e from onG villag e to another, the bullock-
cart has enough accomodation for his family and household effects. 
There are other conveyances like the "doli" and "palki" 
( palanquin) borne on shoulders and used by wealthy 'zaminda rs' 
or their families. The government officials generally ride a 
horse when touring in the country, except in places where the 
use of a 'palki' or cart is absolutely necessary. 
Camel- ca rt ( oont-gari) · formerly, -used as stag e- coach is still 
used to some extent. Its place has been taken now by horse 
drawn carriages and the railways. In shape it is like a double 
storried buss. The "Ekka" (See Fie; L.) is the fastest conveyance 
between the town and the village and forms the most co mmon and 
cheap means of transportation in cities 
In the hills, the horse is the common beast of burden, and 
to some extent is also used for ploughing. To carry pa sseng ers 
they use what is called a "Dandi" borne on shoulders by four 
men. Rickshaws are used in summer stations like Simla, Naini 
Tal, Musoori, and Darj e eling 
The means of conveyance, therefore, in an Indian village 
are of the bullock-cart or palanquin type. If the villag e is 
situated near a river or a canal, there will be some boat trf-
fic; and. before the 18th century boats were very largely used. 
River traffic now depends upon village industries (if there are 
more than one) in relation with town ·or city markets. 
The village post and telegraph service is still inadequate 
There are practically no direct telegraph lines connecting the 
city with the village. All village mail goes to the town post 
and telegrap~ office whence it is distributed to the village 
post offices, by means of mail-coach (dak ka ekka). The village 
(45) 
post office distributes letters on a parti cular week day. A 
telegram is first received at the town post office and thence 
a special messenger takes it to its desti nation. For adminis-
trative purposes a constant connection is maintained between 
the town and the village, by means of mail coach and messeng er 
service (ahal-kara). 
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Mention has already been made of the simple . l1fe of 
the Indian peasant. Wi th his food, clothes and dvrelling house 
he is economical and thrifty. His house is very simple and 
best suited to his environment and needs. 
The community here has three divisions: the l and-lord, 
tenants and artisans, and the 'ma~ajan'. The house of 'zaminda r' 
a s stated above, is simple , although better protected from thiev-
es. It is generally of an oblong structure, and its walls are 
1 
made of small bricks (lakhauri) laid in mud ( garC:l. ). The roof 
of the living and store-room is supported by cross-beams, over 
which is pla ced a covering of brush-wood, and this is covered 
with a thick layer of tenacious clay, laid in moist state, 
beaten dO W:t;J. and made hard by ramming . This kind of roof keeps 
~ ... 4 '-A"-: 
cool in hot summer. There is a big gate which leads to the 
interior of t he house where is the court-yard ( angan or sehan ) 
i n which the family lives, and where is also the barn and store -
room for i mplements. In the outer part of this ga te the male 
members of the family live, guests are entertained and unmarried 
youn3 men sleep. 
The ' zamindar' sits here on a wooden pl atform (takhat ), sees 
his visitors, and carries on his busines s . In its neighbourhood 
the women of the house may be seen or heard laughing or talking 
while grinding , husking rice, cooking or spinning . In BOrne places 
the . ca ly roof i s replaced bytile roof (khaprahel); but this 
bec.a.mes v.ery uncomfortable in SUinl.1ler. 
'lakhaut:'i ' :t:rom · 'lakh' equal to 100 , 000 . Not long ago t his 
k ind of brick was sold at the ,rate of one lBkh for a rupee. 
(47) 
The house of a small cultivator or artisan is of a simpler 
type. Here the walls are of cla y supporting a thatch roof, 
which though comfortable in summer, leaks in the r a iny sea son, 
and easily catches fire, sometimes doing much damag e to the 
whole community. In place of the 1 takha t 1 he ha s a mud pla tform 
in front of his house, where he sits in hi s leisure time and 
receives his guests. Here , there is no 1 angan 1 and the house-
wife cooks under a small tha tch . But on the whole the dwelling 
of a poor cultiva tor is cleaner and less unsanitary, than that 
of the 1 zamindar' . "The floor and outer cooking place are care -
fully plaster ed; the cattle less disagreeably prominent, and 
the unsubstantial me.terials of which the hut consists a l low bet -: 
1 
ter ventilation." 
The " maha j [~n 1 S 11 house is usually built of bricks, periodical l y 
white-washed, and ha s Em outer verandah where he h t::.s his office 
meets his clients and gives out loans. Behind this he has a 
number of store-rooms in which he stores grain, jewelry and 
utensils r e ceived in pawns. 
The gr anaries of the 1 mahe. j an 1 and 'zamindar 1 ·are of two 
types: one where they store ~rain for home use, and the other 
where they store it for futur e sale. The former is called a 
"Kuthia" and the latter "Khatta". The 1 kuthia' is like a bi t; j a r 
with a cap acity of three or four maunds. The ' khatta' is a deep 
hole dug in the ground , with its sides made hard by pla ster. A 
' kha tta' ma y contain several hundred maunds, according to i t s 
size. It is generally situated in the 1 angan 1 , and kept closed 
s o that wa ter may not enter it. Sometimes there ma y b e s everal 
1 kha t t a s' in t he s r:tme 1 angan 1 • A .. certa in percent/?-_e; e of t h e _Gr E.in 
1 Willa i m Cla rk- ~he Nor t h West Prov i nce of India p 265 
quot ed by T. Morrison in Indi an Industrie l Organisa tion, 
p 234 
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ge t s s poilt but a large part keep s good. This loss . is met in 
h i gh prices. 
Befor e the grain from this well is taken out, its mouth is 
kept open for three or four days, to let the foul air escape. 
A man then descends by a rope_ladder and helps in drawing out 
the grain. The wages of such a labourer are very high, and he is 
often pa i d by the hour . 
The furniture of the poor peasant consists of a few cots, 
some bra s s utensils, a number of earthen pots, one or two stools 
(morahs), a box or two for clothes and ornements, and an ea rthen 
granary (kuthia or matka). In the case of the 'zaminda r' there 
a re more brass pots, and t he women have more costly; and heavier 
j ewelr;y, indicating the inves tment of surplus income. (a common 
way of hoarding golCl and silver ) . 
Inside the house there are no decorations a s pictures and 
pa intings, except perhaps the picture of a god or the caricature 
on the wall of the guardian deity. 
The town community on the other hand lives in much better 
dwellings, generally two- s tori ed brick houses. They have a 
number of e.musements and use many more luxuries then t he simple 
village community does. The amusements of the villagers genera-
lly consist of games and sports of the "Hol.i" and "Rama-lila" 
festivals, occasional visits of the monkey-trainer (bandar- wala) 
bear-trainer ( bhaloo-wala), the snE~ke..:charmer ( sanpera or sanp-
wala), and th acrobatic performances and rope-dancing of the 
1 
"nut" boy . 
Economically speaking , however, the town community is d~pe:nd. ent 
1 "Nut" is a low caste who make rope ·.c dancing and acrobatic per-
formance s their profession. 
(49) 
upon the village community for food grains, and labour. For 
~ . years in the past this dependence has been rcogn1sed and town 
dwellers have considered the rural population as fit only for 
agriculture, and to supply their needs. But during the first 
quarter of the century, and particulary the last decade, there 
has been a general awakening of the masses. This is due to the 
1 
industrial change that is coming in the country~ Now the vill-
age labourer demancts higher wages at harv es t ti;ne , and has also 
learned to act in cooperation. In 1921, various peasants' unioB 
(kisan sabhas) have been started, which are intended to secure 
from land-lords better conditions of tenures and wages for them-
2 
sei ves. In t 922 a movement called ":Eka 11 (central union) was 
started in the United Provinces, and it spread very rapidly. 
For a time it fell under the leadership of some lawless persons 
and caused much disturbance. After the suppression of disorder 
and removal of certain grievances, the union has been saved. 
Soon after came a good harvest, and fall in food prices. Now 
the combination among rural classes has taken the form of a ~ 
-·-"---
peaceful and law-abiding character. 
The rural population is naturally peaceful and peace-loving, 
as is ~characteristic of all agricultural classes. As long as 
their simple wants are supplied, they do not care what happens 
elsewhere. Mr Gandhi's "Non-cooperation" movement has been 
saved dangerous consequences, onaccount of this characteristic, 
and has naturally taken the shape of passive resistance. 
Turning again to the town dweller we . find~he differs from 
the villager in another respect. The villager has a small money 
1 Dr. Broughton in her book Labour in Indian Industries calls 
this industrial revolution. See chapter 3· (Oxford University 
Press 1924) 
g Ct: .. . Rushbr.ook-Willi ams- India in 1922-23 pp 194-205 
(50) 
income as compared with the town dweller , but the small amount 
does not represent his real income. His house costs him very 
little, and his food is produced by his own labour. The town-
dweller on the other hand, has to depend entirely on his monthly 
salary, and with cha nges in prices and wages he suffers considera bly 
These economic inconveniences have made the middle class men 
discontented toward administration. When prices fall political 
agitation also abates. 
The town-labourer, however, has an advantage over the clerks, 
artisans and others who form the middle class. The market in 
which he competes is larg e, and can always combine to get better 
terms from his employers. Both skilled and unskilled labour 
can chc:,nge . from one kond to ano ther, whenever there is an oppor-
tunity- a thing which the middle class cannot do onaccount of 
social prestige. Strikes are not uncommon in the town labour-
market. 
The town community, therefore, occupies the position of the 
middle class, and feels the greatest pinch of rising prices, 
whereas misery in the villag e commimity causes a correspond ing 
distress in the two upper classes. 
CHAPTER 8 
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In a self-suffice\int community th-ere cannot be much division 
of l abour. This was true in Western countries up to the 19th 
century, and it is true now in India. Onrccount of the imper-
fect means of communication, each village has to supply its 
own needs. But there are, however, a few small and subordinate 
industries to supply the scanty wants of the villagers. 
These minor industries are directly dependent upon agricul-
ture, and in t h e self-sufficient state of the villag e cannot be 
higly develo ped. It is the possibilty of exchane;e that brings 
division of labour into existence, and as long as the extent of 
the market is limited, extensive division of labour is impossible 
There is a very small demand for non-agricultural produce 
making the village so remote from society. 
Mr Morrison thinks "there is nothing abnorma l or peculiar · 
in this isolation and consequent self-sufficiency of the Indian 
village; on the contrary it was the universal characteristic of 
village life, and the only organisation of industry possible in 
1 
the absence of means of transport~" He quotes from Mr Edward 
Atkinson to show that such was the case of the colony of New 
England up to the begib ing of the 19th %entury. The industria l 
development has changed the life of western countries, bringing 
in extensive division of labour, which makes them in a way in·ter-
dependent. 
1 T. Morrison- Indian Industrial Organisation p 173 
g "They lived mainly upon what they produc.ed themselves and 
many of their exchanges were made without the intervention of 
money . They swapped or bartered services in the erection of 
,_ their :.dwel;];ings or in harvesting; they raised, spun and wove 
their own wool; they packed their own pork; they raised their 
own corn, and paid .for grinding it by a toll in kind; they 
cut their own fuel." - Industrial Organisation p 173· 
In India the self-suffi ci ency 01 t he village was .very 
sligh.tly changed up to 
was little division of 
th~ eJld of t hf 19th centur , and so there 
' --~ ~ -labour ?onaccount of indus trial-----
revolution changes arc comiP J i~ slowl 
the agricultural pop~L 
(lohar), a carp~~r (barhi) and 
villag es, thee.; · will also be found 
carder (dhun .. 'la) ' and an oil-seller (teli)' 
and a shop-k t nor (bisati). There 
We find, that besides 
(sonar), 
families 
of sweepers S a .M Ohammedan Vi llae;e, one or two 
families of leather-curers ( charnar), and a water-carrie (bhisti) 
If the village is a low caste village, the number of 'chamars' 
and other low castes will predominate , and may be directly 
engaged in agriculture besides their caste occupation. Beyond 
this, division of labour cannot take place in the small village 
community , and some of the work is entirely done by women. For 
example grinding of corn and spinninf are invariably done at 
home . 
The 'lohar' and 1 barhi ' render very direct services to agr~ 
culture; they. make and repair the ploughs, and carts, and other 
ae;ricul tural implements; the potter (kumhar) makes their domestic 
utensils, and clay toys for children; the ba rber besides his 
occupat ion is also the village surgeon (jarrah) and helps in 
marriage ceremonies; the was herman washes the clothes of ·the 
community ; the leather-curer helps in removing dead-cattle and 
gets their skin for remuneration; the weaver spins the the cloth 
(khaddar , or garha)~ an industry whi ch suffered considerably from 
comp etion with machine made cloth, but Mr Gandhi's Charkha 
(Spinni~ 'Wh e el) I.~ovement, is greatly restoring it now; the phy-
sician i s also the local priest. 
(53) 
The payments for these services are invariably in kind, when 
artisans get a certain amount of grain at each ha rvest. The 
amounts differ with local custom; but generally each agricultural 
fami~ly pays, say 10 or 12 seers of grain to the black-smith 
and carpenter, at each harvest; the washerman, potter and barbe r 
may get 7 or 8 seers. The carpcnyer in some places is given a · 
share per plough which varies between 10 and 15 seers. When he 
h.:.;, s no ploughs to repair he does the ordinary carpen t er's work and 
charges his 0ag es in ~oney. He then very commonly engages 
himself in making articles like bed-legs or small wooden-stool~­
things that he keeps by to sell on a festival day. The 'chamar' 
for repairing the water-bag (pur or charsa), making leather-straps 
and whips and helping at harvest receives certain amount of grain 
and t he wa-sherman gets about the same amount. The potter gets 
5 or 6 seers per plough and the priest 2 1/2 seers per plough 
at each harvest. The 'chamar' also gets the ligh t grain sweep-
ings for assisting on threshing and winnowing . In short, the dif-
f.er-ent artisans - r eceive payments in kind at each harvest or 
annually, and the amount varies with the village customs. 
The wages of these arisans do not chang e very rapidly. This .. 
is not due t o lack of .competition. Every where wages change 
much more slowly than prices, as can be seen from wages and prices 
of the pre-wa r and after-war times. During the war both wages 
and prices went up, but since 1919 prices have fallen in India 
and wages are still on their war-level. This fact is markedly 
noticeable in the case of village artisans who are employed by 
a community, and receive compensa tion in kind. Competition is 
present in this small v1llage group. For instance, when black-
smiths and carpenters are largely employed on public works, the 
ones who are left behind have to attend to a number of ploughs 
(54) 
and carts, and consequently get high wages. And as these vil-
lages are being opened to commerce with the outside world such 
changes are taking place in large numbers. 
It will be observed that the interdependence of the village 
artisan and agriculturist makes them a closely united community 
If the monsoons fail to come at the regular time, the entire 
community looks deeply concerned abo1,1t it, and even the child-
ren's gen eral talk is about the rains. 
In conclusion it may be added that the village artisans 
follow industries which are subservient to the main industry 
of agriculture, and receive payments in kind. As the means of 
communication are developing , be i ng perfected, and made secure 
} 
industries will spring up in the fu t ure • . The present politi-
1 
cal movement may be regarded as India's effort to find an 
industrial re-adjustment, and may be called the beginning of 
an industrial era in her history. 
The present politi cal movement was started in 1916-17 in 
the revolt of the peasants of Kaira and Champaran in the 
di s trict of Gujarat. The failure of rains brought famine 
in that district; and although law provided suspension of 
dues in such cases very few of the distresSed cases were 
relieved. Thi s led to the passive revolt of the peasqnts 
against administration, advocated and engineered by Mr Gandhi 
and meant in es sence that the peasants should not pay the 
revenue tax, but rather submit to penalties. 
La ter on other incidents like the Rowlatt Act of 1918 , 
to stop .sedition, and the dispersal of a mass meeting with 
the for·ce of arms, at Jillianwala Bagh in the Punjab, gave 
a diff erent turn to the whole movement. Now the aim of the 
movemen t is to obtain Swaraj (self government) either within 
or without the British Empire. The peasant in this move-
ment concerns himself with only its economic aspect; about 
politics he cares and knows little. 
CHAPTER 9 
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Indian l abour is very different from the European or American 
l abour. In America, for example, millions of men and women 
work in factories or are employed by others; and therefore their 
prosperity depends upon their wages. If a business fails thou-
sands suffer t h e pangs of destitution, and there are social 
institutions for the relief of the poor. In India, a very l a rge 
percentag e of the population work on their own account, and the 
m .. unber of wage -earners is comparatively small. It must be 
clea r frow what has already been said, that the main industry 
of agriculture is carried on by the labour of the cultivators 
thems elves; and the subs idiary inoustries are supported by a 
joint payment in kind. Even the low castes who form the labour-
in8 class have been paid in inferior grain. 
In modern times onaccount of the general progress of the 
country, this class has obtained great independ,3nce. Being low 
castes they do not ritind doing any kind of work; and onaccount 
of public works get chances of gainful employment, and therefore 
do not depend absolutely on their village masters. This class 
of causal labour has increased by addition from among the culti-
vators. A cultivator who is too much indebted t~ the 'mahajan' 
or is . ejected from his holding, earns his livlihood by working 
on the fields. The rents have considerably increas ed recently 
onaccount of increased popula tion, compelling some cultivators 
to give up agriculture and join the r ank of field l abourers. 
There is, however, little opportunity for these labourers 
in [e. sma l l community, to get continuous employment. They can 
ei.t h er be employed by a 'zamindar' who has a big farm to cul ti v-
ate, and has no sons big enough to help him; or one whose caste 
(56) 
forbids his undertaking agriculture. A man ·who has a s mall 
field, does not r equi re any help. In the case of a 'chamar ' 
or 'pasi' or any other low caste, he cultivates the field him-
self assisted by the women of his household. 
But for services like weeding , i r rigating and harvesting, 
labour is required. The payment for such services is partly 
in money and partly in kind. Not long ago, the money wages of 
these l abourers used to be vel'y small 2 or 3 annas a day (5 or 
8 cents). Now they have increa sed by more than 200 %. We have 
already seen how they are paid at harve st time. For ordinary 
work a labourer is paid according to the village custo mary 
rate; but when more l abour is r equired at weeding, irrigating 
and harvesting , the labourer sets aside customs and demands 
his own price. 
The labour which requires more phys i cal strngth , is perform-
ed only by theable.:.bod ied, and is well paid. But the labour 
which is required for dirty work, as carcass removing is not 
affebted by competition. Here the caste forms a strong barrier 
and shuts out e conomic l aws. Labour emp loyed in reaping is paid 
in sheaves. The employer wat ches his workers carefully seeing 
how they work, and in the evening g ives one or two sheaves to 
his workers; if any of them is s lothful he gets a sma ll sheaf. 
The payment partly in kind and partly in money is not pecu-
liar to India. It is g enerally found both in the East and W_es t 
1 
that field-labourer gets part payment in kind. However, this 
l The field labour in Korea, for examp le, is paid in much the 
the same way a s the field labour in India. In America we 
find, a field l a bourer g ets his board and lodging besid e s 
his weekly or monthly wages. Here food prepared fo r a _ .fami)-y 
of four, for example, is g enerally enough for five; and gi V·i ng 
the labourer his food means economising that part which per- · 
haps would g o to waste. Hi s lodg ing pertaps is compens ation 
for the security that the farmer's family feels with the pre-
sence of another man in the house, and means economy of t i me 
and certainty of work. 
(57) 
kind of mixed payment affords greater comfort to the l abouring 
classes in India, than the ordinary cultivator enjoys. The 
grain that they receive is usually given at a cheaper rate 
than the marke t price ; the 'mahajan' will not lend money to a 
land-les s p eople, and so they are free from indebtednes s . The 
knovm by 
Public Works Department (commonly" the intials P- W. D) has opened 
a wide avenue for relief to these people . And a s l arge i ndus-
1 
tries are developing these labourers find employment there. 
The vill~ge l abourer is also able to profitably bargain with 
.his village employers. 
It often happens tha t a large industry will hurt agriculture. 
by drawinc; field-l a bour to the factory. This is true in the 
Lucknow district, where paper mi l ls , railwa y locomotive factory 
and flour mills have gre~ tly reduced agriculture . 
Unemployment always means d i s tress to the wage-earners; and 
unemployment in agriculture is very common. For, besides the 
harvesting, weeding , irrigating and reaping there is no work 
for them. Thus in May and June they are practically out of 
of 
employment; and these months are fulll\thefts and robberies of 
various kinds. It is the idle mind that t he devil mr:~kes his 
workshop; but if both mind and bodyare kept engag ed there is a 
compare, ti v e peace . in the community . The number of gang-robberies 
t:md "hold-ups" in America these days are committed by the un-
empl oyed. 
The common l abourer is much better off than some of the 
small cultiva tors , as he hcts no caste scruples f or food or pro-
fession. Mr Ross a civil servant says,"I am inclined to think 
that day l abourers and servants are upon the whole in a far be~ 
ter position than the le ss prosperous secti ons of the agricult~ 
al community . Their resourc e s a re far more numer ous than those 
J. Cf. G. rJI. Brough ton- Labour in Ind iL1..n Industries p 29 
(58) 
of the cla sses who occupy a higher position in the socia l scale 
I am referring here only to day l a boureres and servants. I e..m ~ 
not all so sure tha t artisans - weavers for instance- o ccupy so 
favourable a position. But with reference to day-labourers a nd 
s ervants, so long as they maintain their bodily strength, there 
is seldom want of employment; and a . mong this cla ss of people 
there is again this essential safe-guard against t h e consequences 
of illnes s a nd. misfortune- that every pair of ha nds in the f amily 
which is fit for labour finds something to do. There are no 
idle hands; even the mere children of the family do something 
1 
nOW and again tO incre<::, Se itS reSOUrCeS • II 
Mr Ross wrote nearly 37 years D.go; but it is just as true 
now as it was t hen. The low cas te s pecially the 'chamar' and 
'lodh' s eldom suffer from unemployment. They assist from June 
to November in ploughing ; from November to December in reaping 
the ' kharif' crop; from J anuary to February they work on 1 kacb ~ 
cha' buildings, and. :Ma rch to April they assist in t h e 1 rabi 1 
(spring) harvest. They get two 'kachcha' (uncooked) meals 
called 11 seedha11 ; and they eat their d inners at home. 
Poverty in the village generally springs from social custom s 
like ma rriag e, where a peasant often goes beyond his means in 
expenses. In ordinary times a person seldom dies of starvation 
The presence of the poor is neces s ary to exercise the virtue of 
11 dan" ( charity or alms g iving ) . 
It is difficult to exa ctly discriminate between field-labo ~ers 
who live on wag es, and artisans who are employed by t h e community 
. 
The artisans a s said above, receive payment in k ind at the har-
1-rrtnquiry into the Economic Conditions" etc. evidence o'f 
- E. Ro s s, Esqr. p 137 18AB . quoted by T. Morrison in Ind i an 
Industrial Organisation p 196. 
\ ,..) :-· I 
-vest time. They do\ not suffer from destitution. But the 
have 
weavers and cotton-carders (dhuna and julaha),.<a little diff er -
ent positions from the other artisans. The thread is spun at 
home and taken to the weaver, who charges in money at a certain 
rate. The charges of the cotton-carder are in kind: so much 
grain (ana j) for a quilt (razai) or vest (mirzai) or coat (la-
bada). These two industries have practically died out, as hand-
looms are being replaced by machines, · and therefore these arti-
sans have a tendency of migrating to the f e.. ctory distric t s. Thus 
in the city of Cawnpore which is a great cotton and wool manu-
facturi ng centre in North India, there are more cotton-carders 
than in the surrounding distict. Here they have more opportunity 
for work than in the village . 
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It may be clear now to see that in the state of self-
sufficiency in which the Indian villag e is found, there is 
little chance of exchang e. Barter ha s been very common, and 
commodities like grain and implements have been used as money 
In ancient times under t he Hindu kings coins were undoubtedly 
used, and both gold and sikver were employed in busines s tran-
sactions. But during and after the Mohammedan period, due to 
the unsettled state of the country, precious metals were hoar-
ded in the form of jewelry or burried in the ground. Therefore 
the villag e community again rever ted to barter. The metal s 
that are now used in the country as money are, gold, silver, 
copper and nickle. 
For all internal transactions the rupee (equa l to 33 cents) 
is legal tender. It is divided into sixteen "annas"· each 
' 
'anna ' into four "pice" (paisa); and each ~ p ice' into three 
"pi e s". The cowry-shell is used both in the towns and village s 
in transactions involving fractions of a ' pice'. Generally 
there are sixteen or twenty "gandas " to a pice, and each ' ganda' 
may consist of four or five shells accordin~ to custom. The 
cowry-shell is not a lee;al tender for any amount. Custom keeps 
it i n use, and makes it possible for poor villagers to meet 
their small obligations. Amounts up to one anna may be pa id in 
cowr~ es . The 'pie' or one third of a 'pice' is not commonly 
used in daily transactions. It is Only used, when pa yments 
a re made to the Government, in terms of fractions of a pice. 
The pice is ~ legal tender up to one rupee; the nickle may 
be received up to four or five rupees. The rupee itself, how-
ever,is unlimited legal tender for internal purpose s . All 
foreign obl i gations are met in gol :d . The "asharfi" or gold-
( 6 1 ) 
-mohar is under the gold exchang e standa.rd, equal to fifteen 
rupe es. There are subsidiary silver coins called "ath-anni" 
(eight anna piece), "cho-anni 11 (four anna piece), and . 11 do-anni 11 
(two anna piece). Since the last five years these silver coins 
have been replaced by nickle coins. The villager is quite 
familiar with all of these coins including the gold-mohar. 
Besides metallic money , India uses paper currency expressed 
in terms of ten rupees and its multiples. Leaving out currency 
no ts ·· of hic;her denomination than ten rupees, the followin..g are 
generally used in daily business: ten rupee notes, five rupee 
notes, two and a half ruuee notes and one rupee notes. They 
are all promises to pay the holder on demand . the value of the 
note, being made on behalf of the Government by the Controller 
General of Currency. The confusion caused to the cultivator 
by the two and a half rupee note, was solved by ca lling in that 
currency. 
The villager is a lways reluctant to accept notes. a nd desires 
payment in money. The way he handles his money wears out a 
note very quickly, and the 'baniya' refuse s to a c cept muti l ated 
paper . This compels the cultivator to ask for coins. 
Much of the Bold and silver that goes into t he village, 
seldom comes back in circulation. It is either me lted or hoar~ 
ed and hidden in secret places in the house. According to law 
however me ltinG of the coins is a criminal offence. But it is 
evaded. The farmer likes to make jewelry for his wife. The 
wealth of an individual is determined not from his own personal 
appearance, but by that of his wife and daughters. 
Besides this, he knows that gold and silver have purchasing 
powers at all times and places. 1Nhen the grain is cheap, he can 
pay his creditors in grain, and when t h e .c.f'.op :is .s.can.ty h..,e c c>n 
(62) 
pay in money. When a man starts on a journey he wi ll put on 
his silver or gold rings, so that if he loses his purse his 
rings will help him in returning home. 
The village banker is the 'baniya ' or 'maha jan'. He is 
the one to whom all go for loans. He charges usurious rates 
of interest, and sometimes 50 % of the village property has 
been mortgaged to him. Legislation had to intervene between 
him and his debtors by making all loans on land-mortgages 
illegal. 
They use a kind of a note called "hundi ". This has a very 
ancient origin, and is even now used in towns and cities. It 
is a certificate te~tifying that a certain cultivator has de-
posited the specified sum in the certificate with the 'mahajan' 
The 'hundi' will be accepted in all commercial transactions 
if the reputation and standing of the 'mahajan' are good in 
the community. 
In the early 19th century several silver rup ee s of various 
values were current in India ; but i n 1835 a standard rupee 
for the whole of British India was adop ted. The coin a s at 
present , weighs one "tola" (1 80 grains) and contains about 92 
per cent of pure silver. In 1870 the Coinage Act of 1835 was 
re-enacted. The rupee was then unlimited legal tender, and 
its free coinage vvas allowed by the Government. That is, for 
-a given amount Of si lver -bullion, a person . could get an equa.J. 
amount -in- legal tender money . . 
From 1835 to 1893, there was a growing demand for money , on 
account -- of increased population, extended cultivation and 
communication with outside world. In 1877 most of the European 
countries had adopted a gold standard. There was larg e silver 
production in the world bullion market. Therefore plenty of 
(63) 
the metal was available for Indian use, and India imported 
a considerable amount of silver. 
3ut the fr ee coinage of the rupee and wide fluctuations 
in the price of silver caused distress to . the importers and 
exporters of India and Ene;land. Therefore by the Coinage 
1 
Act of 1893 , recommended by the Herschel CommTssion free coin-
age of silver wa s stopned. The Act provided: 
1. for the receipt of gold at the Indian Mints in 
exchane;e for rupees at the rate of 16 pence per 
rupee; 
2 . for the receint of sovereigns and half-sovereigns 
in payJJl ents of sums due to Government at the re.te 
of Re 15 to the sovereign; 
3 · for the issue of currency notes by Comptroller 
General in exchange either for British go ld at 
the above rates or for gold bullion at L corres-
2 
pending rate. 
From 1893 to 1900 , the mints were not very active, and were 
used only to make subsidiary coins. But from 1900 trade became 
brisk, calling for more money . Gold was imported by Indian 
tradt3rs and exchanged for silver rupees at the Indic:m mints. 
Soon the treasury was empty , and silver had to be imported for 
new rupees. To avoid importation and exportation of e;o ld and 
silver, the Secretary of State for Indi a , sells Coucil Bills 
for gold . The traders present the bills at the mints and g et 
rupees in exchange. 
Since 1899 , the Paper Currency Department receives BO l d for 
currency notes. This gold is held in the currency department 
as Paper Currency Reserve. 
------- -Vide Horace White- Money and Bankine; P .71 
1 Cf. T. Morrison- Indian Industri a l Organisation p 313 
\ "- .! I I 
For international marke t s a gold exchang e standard was 
adop ted fixing the value of the exchange standard at He 15· 
A gold reserve must be kept because of the difference between 
the bullion value of the rupee and its face value . It is kept 
in E:ne;l and to meet emerg encies and to k e ep the gold value of 
the rupee steady. 
I ndiE therefore uses the rupee for all i nternal tr .s>.nsactions 
and gold for f oreign affairs. The exchang e st2ndard has 
1 
greatl y facilitated Indicm commerce with other countri e s . 
Of l a t e years there have been slow i mprovemnts in banl{:ing . 
Before the World War (191 3 ) ther e were 12 Exchang e Banks, and 
in 1 9:.~ 1 the number rose to 17 with a capita l of 11 milli on 
pounds sterling and deposits of 75 milli ons pound; the Joint 
? 
Stock Banks have increa sed from 18 to 27 in 192 1. Private 
bank ing , it may be noted , beside <:: '.'Mahajani 11 is not common. 
Tne r e are very few private banks, and they are eith er in t heir 
infancy or are str~gsling for existence , because there is a 
lack of investinc; habit and. trust amonc; the p eople. 
In 1921 the three provincial banks of Bengal, Bombay and 
Madras were amal gamated. into the Imp eri a l Be.nk of Indi a . It 
is mamLe; ed by «. Central Board of Governors, on which the pre-
sid emts , vice- presidents and secreta ries of the three provin - . 
cial banks are ex-officio members tog ether with four nominated 
me mbers , b y the Gove rnor Genere.l in Council, the t wo Jl.1 a nasi ne; 
3_ 
GovE)rnors and the Comptroll e r of Curr'Em cy. 
1 For · E-, f ull er a ccoun t s ee T. Morrison's I ndustrial Organi-
s a tion pp 293-322 · 
£ Cf. Rushbrook - vVilliams -- India in 1922 - 23 pp 118-19 
2 ibid. 
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. But the greates t good to the cultivator has come fro m the 
introduction of land- b~nks started on the mode l of Rai ffe is n 
Barur s. A Raiffeisen Bal"Jc is a villag e society of agriculturists, 
l abourers and shop-keepers united for common interest . Its 
obj E~ cts are:-
1. to suppl y raw-ma t erial (e . g . manure, wool, co a l etc ) 
2 . the s a l e in common of the products of ae;riculture 
and industry ; 
3· cooperative production and sale; 
4 . t he purchas e wholes a le of food-stuf f s and ·ricul-
tural necessaci ties and. their r e tail s a le to the 
members; 
5· the acquisition of implements, of ma ch ines for 
1 
agriculture and indus try and their use in common. 
This has been used in India since 1904 under the n am e of 
Cooperative Societies, and is lr.r g ely used i n the Punjab and 
the United Provinces . Their presence a i ms 2. t relieving the 
peasant of i ndebt ednes s . 
T. Mor rison- - Ind i an Industrial Organisc. tion pp 122 - 23 
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CHAPTER t 1. 
CONCLUSION 
To review what has been said in previous pag es: an Indi:an 
villae;e is 1 zarnindari 1 , 1 ryotwari 1 or 1mahalwari 1 accordine; 
a s the lc:md in it belong s to a land-lord, individual pea sants 
or a community; the industrial life in the villae;e is very 
simple. 
There are two harves ts in the year, 1 rabi 1 and 1kharif 1 • 
The Indian cultivator raises different kinds of fruits and 
v ege tables, beside s tobacco, sugar c ~:me, 1 pc:.h' cotton, op ium, 
a nd live-stock . 
There is no r egular mark et place i n the villag e; 1 baza rs 1 
are hel d weekly or bi-we ekly; villag e produce goes to town-
market; and 1 me lew 1 are held annually . 
The means of communication are still undevelop ed, although 
steady progress is being made a lone; this line, and the isolat-
ion and self-sufficiency of the villag e a re diminishing . 
The villag e community i s more ind ep endent than the town 
community; and a rise in prices and money wag es does not a ffect 
it very much; whereas the town community i s solely dep endent 
upon mone y income. 
The chief village industry is agriculture, and artisans 
lik e the bla ck-smith, carpenter, potte r, leather-curer, weaver 
and sweeper are also indirectly dependent upon it. They are 
paid at the he.rve s t time in e;rain, and are in a way s e rvants 
of' the ae;ricultural community. 
The villag e labour is very uncertain, except in the case 
of a few castes who find continuous employment. The field 
labour a s in other countries, is partly paid i n mone y and 
partl y in kind. This makes the position of the l a bourer bett er 
than some of the humble f a rmers. 
\ - I I 
Different kinds of money have been used in the villag e 
in the past, barter sometimes takes place eve n now. But 
usually the rupee and its subsidiary coins are used. For 
fractions of a pice they use cowry-shells. 
The 'mahajan' is t h e village banker, and used to g ive 
loans on l and - securiti e s, sometimes mortgaging half of the 
villag e property. Lee;isla tion ha s no w made this illegal, and 
loans on moveable property a lone are recognised by law. The 
1 hundi ' is a kind of bahk certificate. 
It is evident now that the greatest benefit to the country 
can be done by i nrprovi ne; its agriculture. The prosperity of 
more than 75 % of the popula tion d ep ends upon this on e industry 
The Government of Indi a has established an Imperial Department 
of Agriculture at Pusa in the province of Biha r and Orissa. 
This department helps the cultivator in the selection of seed 
manuring of soil, and methods of agriculture. 
In the United Provinces besides the government aid the 
Agricultural Farm of the Ewing Christian Col l eg e, Allahabad, 
(an American Presbyterian Institution) under the manag ement of 
Mr Bam. Higgenbottom has done an untold e;ood to agriculture in 
that province. This service of the American specialist is __ 
recognised both by the Administration and the people . 
More needs to be done. The future improvement and prosperity 
depend upon the education of the people. As the average culti-
vator is educated he will learn to use improved methods of 
cultivation, and will be ready to save and invest his money 
profitably. Education of the farmer is the foremost need of 
Indi a.. On his efficiency depends the prosperity of his nation . 
Ind:l an educators are directing their attention and efforts to-
wards this great need. 
(68 ) 
6 
Much has been d:W.e by the British Government; but more 
--· 
ought to be done by t he people themselves. This is not far 
from realisation. With the introduction of Reforms more au-
tonomy has been acquired by India, and it is hoped that minis-
ters of education will measure up to the expectation of the 
nation. 
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